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editorial 
Criticism of Semper seems to be the 
favoi • . . . 
who, 
favoimfc sport ofa number of people 
judging from the content of 
their criticism, don't even know what 
they arc talMng about. They seem 
to iiave no idea whatsoever of the 
difficulties encountered in even bring-
ing out a Semper on the due dales, let 
alone producing a publication of the 
quality of this year's Semper, which 
has been haileu as the best student 
newspaper in Australia (4 Corners, 
Editors Conference in Melbourne 
last month). 
The general attitude brings to mind 
Mark Twain's comment on the 
weather: "Everybody complains about 
it, but nobody does anything". No-
body except a few dedicated (or fool-
ish, depending on your point of view) 
people, who have to sacrifice ALL 
their spare time, and more, to give 
you something thai you can tear to 
pieces (figuratively and literally) in 
the Refec. 
To satisfy these people, Semper would 
nave to be a combination of Playboy 
and Women's Weekly. ' 
This brings into question the whole 
concept of Semper Floreat. 
Originally designed as the official 
UQU fortnifihtly newspaper, it has 
proved well-nigh impossible to ful-
111 tins role, A fortnightly publicat-
ion canno^ be a newspaper. 
Announcements of future events have 
to be sent to Semper Office at least 
a fornight before they are due to 
happen; in some cases up to a month 
ailCaU, 
To remedy this inadequacy, UQU is now 
producing its own weekly sheet "This 
Week on Campus". This means that 
Semper's original purpose is no longer. 
Instead, its role is that of a forum for 
student and (hopefully) staff opinioa 
To carry this out successfully, it needs 
participation by all, not just a few. 
To this end, we invite letters to the 
editors and articles on topics of gener-
al interest. 
Semper should, we feel, provide 
intelligent comment (not necessarily 
in agreement with the editors') on 
controversial issues of current interest. 
There should be comment on the arts 
and entertainment (film, drama, music 
etc.), space for literary endeavours, 
cartoons, humorous articles, etc,; 
as well as all this, news of events of 
local (i. e. Univetsiiv) interest is 
also craved. 
With the dawning of a new era in 
Semper administration, we make an 
urgent appeal to the assembled pop-
ulace oipoteniial readers for help; 
if you don't like Semper, don't 
just complain; come up to Semper 
Admin, and discuss things calmly 
with Semper staff (no occupations, 
please. ) 
P. S.: Go and see "Hair". 
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The Editor, 
Semper Floreai. 
Dear Sir, 
Today, when the quesuon of Student Participation in University Adminis-
tration is such u controversial subject it may be of interest to know thui a 
Faculty which has long had a reputation for being "conscrvalivc" has in 
effect one of the most cfleciivc mechanisms by which siudenis can instigate 
reforms or have Iheir complaints heard. 
The Veterinary Science Faculty Bureau—consisting of all leaching staff 
and Student Representatives—meets annually and reviews all aspects ofthc 
Veterinary Course. Studenls arc invited to submit formal complaints, 
suggestions, etc., lo the meeting and these arc discussed freely and openly. 
The ractiliy Bureau is a traditional pan of Vet. School life and has been 
ns long as most members of the Staff can remember. It developed from an 
entirely difTerent concept during the postwar years. The original Faculty 
Hrueau was an idea put foruard by NUAUS. Il was originally envisaged as a 
"dialogue" between the Queensland and Sydney Universities to compare 
the courses ofTercd to the mutual advantage of both. It was a time when 
there was a general concern about the standard of courses being offered. 
It is emphasized that it was originally a student movement embracing all 
faculties. The present structure in the Veterinary School evolved from this. 
The author does not know whether any other faculties have any vestiges of 
this idea, 
The topics discussed at the Bureau are necessarily of limited interest to 
anyone outside the faculty but they cover u wide range of subjects, ranging 
frtim complaints about facilities (e.g. proper facilities for practical surgical 
classes) to actual criticisms of lecturers or actual complaints that the subject 
matter in parts ofthe course presented by another faculty was not relevant 
to the Veterinary student. 
Of course, as in any Faculty, there is a great deal of apathy among a large 
percentage of the students. However the significant fact is that the structure 
exists in the Veterinary School whereby any sludcnt is able to have his 
complaints and suggestions heard and discussed without fear of 
recriminations. 
"We are progressively making a slum of nature and may eventually find 
that wc are enjoying the benefit of science and industry under conditions 
which no civilized society should lolcra te."' 
The Great Barrier Rtef is an area of immense scientific and economic 
potential and the aim ofthe "Save the Barrier Reef campaign is to ensure 
lhat the Reef is not permanently damaged through irresponsible exploitation. 
The most urgent aspect of this campaign has been with respect to the danger 
of oil pollution from off-shore oil drilling. 
Whether we like il or nol, oil spillages of major proportions do occur from 
off-shore oil rigs: one American company' was called to eleven off-shore 
blow-outs in 1968 and Soviet statistics show that ten percent of all oil drilled 
in the Caspian Sea spilled into the sea^ It is a pity that the Queensland 
Government has remained ill-informed in these matters—il has even claimed 
that only three off-shore blow-outs have ever been recorded. The most 
important matter for concern is that, at present, there is no effective method 
for cleaning up oil spillages. Detergents arc often quoted, but these do not 
remove the oil or make it less harmful to marine life (except for sea birds), 
they merely disperse the oil into the body ofthc ocean. In fact, experiences 
with the "Torrcy Canyon" disaster have shown that detergents themselves 
arc very much more harmful to marine life than o\\*. Under the present 
circumstances there seems to be no valid reason for the current rush to drill 
on the Reef. Repeated warnings have been given against drilling on the 
Reef before cffeciive methods arc developed to clean up oil spillages, as 
any deposits of oil which arc present in the Reef areas will still be there in 
the future when it may be possible to drill for them wilh genuine safety. 
When these facts are evaluated, the decision ofthc Queensland Govern-
ment to allow drilling on the Reef must be considered at bcsl unfortunate 
and poicniially tragic. Wilhin the next few months a Japcx-Ampol 
Exploration oil rig will be drilling on the Reef ofi" Central Queensland. 
The decision must be considered irresponsible when wc lake into account 
Queensland's pollution laws. If a major oil spillage did occur, the oil 
exploration company involved would not have to pay for the damage caused 
or for the cost of any clean-up operation. One example of the present 
pollution laws involves ihc South Brisbane Gas Company which, for an 
estimated twenty-five years, has been discharging oily wastes into the 
Brisbane River and causing considerable fouling of boats moored in the 
area. Court aclion was taken against the Company by a private organization 
and as a result, the Company was fined len dollars ($ 10)! Since ihe Santa 
Barbara oil pollution disaster off California a new bill is being considered 
in the U.S. which will provide for clean-up charges of $US450 per ton of 
oil spilled to a maximum of SUSlS million, as well as civil damages and 
criminal penalties. Clearly, this type of protection is needed for the Great 
Barrier Reef. 
Paul Morjanoff 
References: 
' This statement was made by the .Marine Biological Association of the 
United Kingdom in " 'Torrey Canyon'—Pollution and Marine Life". 
' The company is the Red Adair Co., Houston. Refer "Queensland 
Littoral Society Newsletter", May/June, 1969. 
' "Australian Fisheries Magazine", March, 1969. 
* Same reference as '. 
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Ross p h i l i p s 
Ijur thanks to Geaf Strong, who 
•took thfJ wnnde.rful photx>s of HAIR 
which a r s ijCiitl-.e.t5cl thrrv.'jhauh , 
Typeset by Press Etchings P ty . Ltd , 
•Printed by Craftsman Press P ty . Ltd . 
The views here in expressed are not 
n e c e s s a r i l y those of the >8th Union 
Ccuncil of the Univers i ty of Queensland 
Union, the Univers i ty of Queensland, or 
of Michael KeJly, or of anyone e l s e , for 
t h a t ma t t e r . Thank you for your a t t e n t i o n , 
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Tite worst critics of "Hair" are tliose from 
whom time lias stolen hair and replaced il 
wit ft wrinkles and a feeling of sexual inade-
quacy, because "Hair" expresses the drive 
of youth to assert itself in a world where 
everything has gone wrong. For the young 
and for those free ofliang-ups and sufficient-
ly switc/ted-on, "Hair" itas an impacl 
theatrically equivalent to the Beatles on the 
pop scene some years ago. 
In October 1967 two actors, James Rado 
and Jerome Ragni, saw the first production 
(off off Broadway) of an idea that had come 
10 ihem nearly twoyears before. During this 
time they /tad developed the idea across 
scraps of paper and four drafts while search-
ing for a composer to put music round the 
lyrics. This was finally accomplished by Gall 
McDermott who Itas written a score of 
which each number is capable of scoring in 
the hit parades and several arc capable of 
lasting a long time. After a short season il 
moved closer to Broadway where it gathered 
momentum and then, after a re-fitting, 
crashed onto Broadway capturing the 
adoration of critics, publics, and theatre 
people still searching their medium for new 
expression. Since then, of course, it spread 
like a beautiful word to all parts ofthe world 
and, of course, to Australia where, of course, 
it has been banned by the Brisbane 
autiiorities. 
"Hair" is not a story nor really a theme, 
but a happening with all the elements of 
real life—it talks about the things people 
do and say. Like Woof, who loves Mick 
Jagger (he says: "I'm not a homosexual but 
I'd sleep with liim.") Then lie says: "I swear 
to tell the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth, so help me God" and then sings 
"Sodomy". Yes, tiiey have homosexuals, sex, 
draft-card burning, pot, and alt the things 
that Granny wouldn't like, but—they tell 
it like it is. Our Premier would be more 
shocked at the way they mock their leaders 
than at their taking off their clothes onstage. 
Tliis doesn't seek to show what's wrong with 
the world, so much as it succeeds in showing 
how beautiful life could be if people could 
turn on with wliatever turns them on and 
develop integrity in its real sense and love 
beauty and pleasure in a more pure way. 
It looks at all the obstacles and current 
problems but its answer lies in being your-
self and letting others be themselves—so 
Claude's in love with Sheila who's in love 
with Berger wliotn Woof loves, but they all 
manage to live happily most of the titne 
because this is a tribal love-rock musical and 
everyone in the tribe loves life and they've 
got "freedom, brother, I've got good times, 
man, I've got hair." And "hair"; well, it's a 
symbol ofthc whole freedom bit. The cast is 
huge and they play Claude, Berger, Sheila, 
Aquarius, Woof, Hud,Jeannie, Crissic, Moms, 
Dads, Principals, Tourist Couple, Supremes, 
General Washington, Messenger, Indians, 
General Grant, Abraha Lincoln, Grant's 
Army, Witchdoctors, Parents, Sergeant, and 
their own Tribe, which goes to show that 
there's a hell of a lot happens. From the 
moment the cast start handing out flowers 
in the audience until the audience joins the 
cast in a IS-minute onstage dance finale, 
there isn't time to chew a Mintie. Lots of 
little happenings make one huge happening. 
The Sttpremes are sent up lovingly as is the 
indulgent old lady who sings "My Convic-
tion" but some ofthe sendup is a little more 
biting as with the schoolteachers and the 
wcr scene, but even here the audience could 
not be alienated because of the superb 
artistry. In Grcenteicft Village, il has 
evolved, the white girls live with black boys 
and vice versa, and this is used in "Black 
Boys"and "WhiteBoys" to sftow that nobody 
should be ashamed of their skin because 
colour or even lack of it, is beautiful. They 
sing "Colonel Spade" showing all the put-
down names coloured people are given, and 
in sendup a gtrl cries om: "Shit, I ain't dying 
for no while man." 
Love is part of the idea as shown in songs 
like "I Believe in Love", "Easy to be Hard", 
"Frank Mills" and as a background in 
others. But this is the dawning of the Age of 
Aquarius and freedom and life dominate. 
And the staging—like a combination of 
pop festival, unrehearsed happening, and 
theatrical free-for-all uses every facet of 
modern theatre. The cast moved the audience 
with leaflets, balloons, confetti, flowers, 
exciting music, lovely music, laughs, drama, 
colour, glaring lights, strobe, ultra-violet 
light, painted car bodies, movement from 
the. stage up catwalks to the back of the 
theatre, energetic and dynamic movement 
on a great circular Ban-the-Bomb sign-stage 
that juts out into the audience. 
"Tully", the band, lose nothing on the 
record, nor do the cast, for together they 
make it so much better "live" than the 
record. But there is just too much to say 
about the experience of seeing "Hair" and 
it is so difficult to dissect it. 
And the pieces that caused grannies to 
stir. The nude scene carries no other emotion 
than a thrill at the experience of freedom. 
They glorify their freedom, not their bodies, 
and to see this as "vulgar", "obscene", or 
"sexually degrading" is to pervert your own 
vision. Everyone has seen at least one naked 
body and all of us can see strippers if we tcant 
to, so why become excited by naked people 
standing stock still, unadorned, and daring 
you to he excited. As for the word (or as it's 
become known, "thai word"), well folks, 
this is a sendup of people who react in a 
frenzy at the sound of it and of people who 
use it every day (even in Brisbane). 
I don't care if Mr. Bjelke-Pclcrscn wants 
ta establish himself as Queensland's sex 
symbol, bui if tlte only way he can do it is to 
remove all other objects of adoration then 
perhaps he hasn't got what it takes. Besides, 
in doing so he is destroying the local "cul-
ture" which he purports to he "keenly 
interested in". In Sydney as in many other 
places in the toorld we have become a 
laughing-stock. Brisbane people who are 
going to Sydney to see "Hair" will find that 
Queensland is being ostracized in the arts 
circles. White all the other States arc making 
great strides forward we arc being kept in 
after kindergarten by a peanut-farmer 
Government that thinks that "Hair" is just 
another plot by Brian Laver. Perhaps if it 
was Japanese wc might be able to work a 
deal (after all, business before pleasure) or 
said "rooiilc" instead of "that word", 
Mr. Premier, perhaps it is not your fault, so 
maybe you can see about giving us some 
20th-century laws when you fly down frotn 
the north like Big Brother with your 
joystick in your hand. And remember one 
tiling: it's hard work to mock someone who 
isn't making a fool of himself. If Mr, Gorton 
can dance onstage at "Hair" why can't you? 
"Hair" is modern and young, it has energy 
and power right along wilh beauty and 
truth. Director Jim Sharman says that he 
has had his belief in theatre restored as a 
result of "Hair". He .lays: "The importance 
of "Hair" is that it turns the theatre into a 
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religious event, a temple of celebration and 
liberation." It has probably gone hack to 
fundamentals of theatre, shunning the drab 
pretensions of the theatre that exists only 
for special people. Somewhere round a 
million people could sec "Hair" in Australia. 
If it was to come to Brisbane it could restore 
the joy of live theatre for the masses and for 
the involved. Harry Miller, who brought 
the production here, has certainly got a good 
thing and he'll make a fortune out of it, but 
he is not doing it for any ideal, and is 
paying his aciors a little above the basic 
wage. This is the saddest aspect of "Hair". 
"Hair" won't come to Brisbane, nor will 
sa many other fabulous shows. "Canterbury 
Tales", "The Boys in the Band", "^'otirOwn 
Thing", 'You Know I Can't Hear You 
When the Water's Running", "Saved", 
"Us", "America Hurrah", etc', etc', lhat 
have given a transfusion to theatre overseas 
and down South won't touch Brisbane. No 
wonder our theatre continues to lose 
audiences. While writing this, I have been 
recalling all the excitement of seeing "Hair" 
and I'm dying to sec it again despite the 
expense of going to Sydney. 
I arrived back at work to be told lhat it 
was "Time you had a haircut." Welt, what 
can you say. 
Paul Richards. 
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HAiR 
PARTIES 
After tlie incident when 
thirteen recordings of 'Hair' 
were confiscated from Kings, 
a group in Brisbane decided 
they had had enough of 
oppressive Queensland condit-
ions. They launched a camp-
aign encouraging people to 
throw their own 'Hair' parties 
in defiance of the whole rid-
iculous system of censorship 
in general and the case of 
'Hair' in particular. Now 
they are planning a bigger 
and better event - a 'Happen-
ing' in the Botanical Gardens. 
ThjB idea is that people 
should come along and swing 
spontaneously. 
The Human Potential Movement 
as the group is called has 
its own programme hut is 
really a doorway group for 
people who find their 'thing' 
in other groups and move on. 
So if you are interested in 
"the Whole Man' and 'learning 
by doing' come along to the 
group meetings every Sunday 
night at 89 Birdwood Tee. 
or ring 751Q6. 
And watch out for that 
'Happening'. 
W.A. Featherstone 
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Below is reprinted the editorial 
of the June issue of Neucleus.... 
E The right of a handful of 
D unquaHlied, presumably mind-
I less, people to control tile read-
T ing and cultural world of the 
0 Australian Public have .shcvm 
R again their incompetency and 
1 stupidity by declaring as obs-
A cene and not fi! for the general 
L public certain cultural avenues. 
I refer specifically to the 
Brisbane banning of Aubrey Beardsley 
posters, the Hair Album and "I Love, 
You Love," the Swedish love story that 
v/as scheduled for showing at the Mel-
bourne Film Festival. 
On Wednesday, May 28, Brisbane 
police raided the Red and Black book-
shop, under the management of David 
Guthrie, and seized the renowned clas-
sical pen-and-ink drawings cf Aubrey 
Beardsley on the grounds that they 
were obscene. 
To "top" this off, the recording of 
the Broadv/ay musical, "Hair," was 
classified as obscene and restricted 
from distribution to the public. 
Mr. J. C. Dillon, the Chief Stipendi-
ary Magistrate in Queensland, said he 
was satisfied that both the Beardsley 
reprints and the Hair recordings were 
obscene and contravened the State Va-
grancy, Gaming and Other Offences 
Act of 1931-1968. 
Mr. Dillon didn't slop at just this— 
he further ordered that three copies cf 
the book, "ABZ of Love" and five cop-
ies of the American pop magaine "Cir-
cus" to be confiscated by Police from 
Brisbane firms and destroyed. 
What in the hell is Mr. Dillon up 
to? Is he some sort of mad pervert who 
has a warped sense of cultural percep-
tion? 
Internationally, Beardsley's draw-
ings are recognised as classical works 
of Art. The Hair musical is also recog-
nised internationally, for ils brilliant 
lyrical composition and arrangement. 
There is absolutely nothing in the lyrics 
of the Hair L.P. that even slightly sug-
gests obscenity. Further, v/hat is obs-
cene about Beardsley's drawings? 
Mr. Dillon and his followers must 
be lostering sick and perverted minds 
to abuse those of Ihe Australian Public 
in such a manner. 
What is more terrifying is their 
power to carry out these decisions — 
power not merely to confiscate, but to 
actually destroy what Ihey confiscate. 
Besides all this, there was Ihe ban-
ning of the Swedish film "1 Love, You 
Love" last week. Senator Scott, the 
chief instigator of this censorship, said 
that he observed the tv/o stars, Eva 
Brit Strandberg and Sven WolHer "sit-
ing on a bed having sexual inter-
course." The Director, Mr. Sfig Bjork-
man, in reply said the only thing that 
happens is that the man is caressing 
the girl's face — he further added that 
the Senator must have very strange 
eyesight! 
Here again v/e have the inexcus-
able problem of censorship being dic-
tated to the Australian public by a 
small body of unqualified censors. I 
find it hard to argue along the lines of 
establishing a qualified beard of cen-
sors, for I personally do not uphold the 
belief that there is such a thing as ob-
scenity. Yet if the present establishment 
sees the necessity for censorship — for 
looking for obscenity — they should at 
least get rid of this parochial, mindless 
body of men who are at present insult-
ing the general public's intelligence by 
their stupidity. 
One suggestion for an alternative 
system would be to establish a Nation-
al Council of Censorship (i.e. one that 
represented all States); the members of 
this Council would be qualified peopde, 
such as psychologists, sociologists, well 
versed critics anti reputed literary and 
other cultural experts. 
Together this body would be able 
to judge what is suitable for the gene-
ral public and v/hat is not. This would 
be, of course, allotting to them a tre-
mendous re'sponsibility and their capa-
bilities for fulfilling their requirement 
should be under constant review. 
Australia likes to think of itself as 
part of the international scene. Un-
doubtedly in many ways it is. In many 
ways it is not, and these matters of cen-
sorship seem to indicate that some 
people embrace this fact and would 
have Australia exclude herself even 
more — these are the few people who 
claim the power to judge what ii good 
for the general public. 
This sort of dictating is ludicrous 
in a country that purports to have free-
dom of expression and a democratic 
wdy of doing things. 
The general public is a large mass 
of individuals who must decide for 
themselves what they want to read, 
see and hear. They have freedom of 
choice, haven't they? 
The right oi individuals lo choose 
freely is jeopardised by a censorship 
council. What some j^eople regard as 
Art and others regard as obscenity is 
on individual choice and is not the res-
ponsibility of some chosen individuals 
under the nebulous title of a censorship 
board. 
Keith Salvat 
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* The Led /.cplin W is out—There are traces of the Yardbird sound—To 
me "Good Times, Had Times" is'the standout track—It's on Atlantic. 
* "Near ihc Beginning" the Vanilla Fudge called iheir next LP. The 
sound was lo be ihe "lileanor Rigby"—"Bang Bang" Vanilla Pudge— 
There are mily four tracks. "Shotgun" is wild—"Some Velvet Morning" 
is treated tenderly—"K'here Is Happiness" and "Break Song" arc the 
group's o:ai efforts—It's on Atlantic. 
* Singer Peter Sarsiedl has a tremendous set—His first LP includes many 
brilhiinl songs--"l Am a Cathedral" and "Time, Love, Hope, Life" 
are teorihy ,\r your attention—The artist's style is gentle, alternately 
sorrowful and Joyous, It's on United Artists. 
* "Any Day .\'ote"—Joan Haez sings Dylan. It's a double LP—Need I 
say more?- It's on Vanguard. 
—Joan has a new LP in America—Dedicated lo her husband, David 
Harris, whit has been imprisoned for hi.': anii-Jraft aciiviiies—Tracks 
include "(lieen, Orcen Grass of Home"—"II"/// the Circle Be Un-
broken"- and "Poor Wayfaring Stranger"— The album is full of 
feeling and inspirjiion. 
* Here ihey ,ire again —Cuiuntryjoc and the Fish—The LP arrived- sat 
on my desk for three hours and someone from the Q.l.T. borrowed it 
before I could tin J out who or what Joe McDonald's merrv men were 
stirring this time. 
* Rcstiictions un ("iraimiphonc Rccordinfp— 
The Beatles' "Ballad of John and Yoko" has been banned—Great song 
tho- -Bui l"rcd .111J .Mary .Average will take offence to the recurring line 
tn the lyric "chrisi You Know II Ain't F.asy". George Harrison wrote 
the n-side "Old Brown Shoe", 
* "Groups Are Born to Die". Jack Bruce said that on the eve of "Blind 
Faith"—Thai's Clapton, Winieood, and Baker. Already they arc 
asking SS I,SOO per shou— 
"Crosby-Siills'Njsh", another of the Super-Groupies, are noi in the 
high money bracket—only S 15,000 per show. 
* "Blood, Sweat and Tears" have a new single out—"Spinning Wheel" 
and ".More and More"—They had to takeoff the album—no new tracks. 
At the end of May they were in Sew York trying to decide on the songs 
to do for the next album—Because there are so many guys in the 
group and no leader, ihey make all decisions by majority vote. 
* "The Boxer" look more ihan a hundred hours to record and five months 
to release—Paul Simon said; "Il was an crpcrinicnt—we wanted to 
record a Christmas album in a church." So the voices and horns xcere 
put down in Sl. Paul's Church, Sew York. An, at present, is in Italy 
for the film "Calch 22"—He portrays Ncgley. 
—Just one more Ihing to mention—"DearPrudence"— DougParkinson 
In-focus. 
^ 
WHAT IS AUSTMOB? 
AUSTMOB is the abbreviation of Australians ,\lind 
your Own Business. (Also, Australian Mercy for Over-
breeding Boongs.) 
Ai;ST,MOB is formed by all major and minor bodies of 
Australians, whether they know ii or not. It has become 
the symbol of our instinctive feeling that charity begins 
at home. Why help Indians and Africans when wc 
haven't yet taken care of our own underdeveloped 
darkies? Aid AU.STMOB to put them out of their misery. 
Abos constitute the group in our society who suiTer 
the mosl extreme privations. Whatever is said about the 
economic and social disabilities of old-age pensioners 
applies with much greater force to the dispossessed 
original owners of Australia. They have nothing, not 
even citizenship. 
WHO IS AUSTMOB? 
The organisations which consiiiuic AUSTMOB arc: 
Australian Commonwealth Government 
Northern Territory Administration 
Ciovcmment of New South Wales 
Govcrnmcnl of Victoria 
Government of South Australia 
Government of Western Australia 
Governmem of Queensland 
All industrial and commercial companies 
AH charities which feed the starving abroad but 
ignore our own sufferers. 
The Government of Tasmania is afliliated to AUS'f-
MOB in an advisory capacity, Tastnania having solved 
its own abo problem along similar lines (by TAS.MOB) 
long ago. 
Your donation will help end miserable lives. 
$ I (one dollar) will finish oIT an average aboriginal 
family in one minute. Will you invite a wretched family 
to cyanide tea one day this week.' 
Thank you. 
AUSTMOB is not organising a Door-Knock in 
Queensland this year, but asks you to make sure vour 
gift in support of AUSTMOH's programme of rescue 
and relief is sent to our 
Queensland Appeal Oflice, 
13 Kilham Street, 
Bunyipville, 
Qld. 4999. 
THE SHELL GROUP OF OIL COMPANIES 
offers excellent career opportunities for 
university graduates in the commercial antd 
technical fields with comprehensive training 
and prospects of advancement to 
management positions. 
Shell's wide range of activities provides 
scope for development in such spheres as 
oil refining, plant and project engineering, 
organisation and methods study, transpor-
tation, marketing, quality control, technical 
service, economic research and planning, 
operations research, computer applications, 
finance and accounting, personnel 
administration and public relations. 
Shell representatives will visit University of 
Queensland on 7-8th July and 30-31st July, 
to discuss these opportunities with final 
year male students who are completing 
pass, honours or post-graduate courses in 
1969 or early 1970 in: 
ECONOMICS MATHEMATICS 
COMMERCE CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
ARTS COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE 
LAW MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CHEMISTRY CIVIL ENGINEERING 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
Appointment for interview may be made 
through:— 
The Appointments Officer, 
University Counselling Services. 
Saturday (^Vtemoons 
SWINQ 
Typing Service 
40 c. (^usrto 
45 c. Foolscap 
4 copies of type. 
."'irs. Fldnf^am, 
22 Thomas S t . , 
Sherwood. 
PHDKE...79-731 a. 
SESSR 
llriiiu }uur tn'cnJs lo Brisbane'^  
' suinuingcst jam session. Eul. 
<ltiril< .nnil be merry — evcr.v 
Satiirilay (no ntImi»iDii tliiirKc) 
HOTEL C0LS1SLIE 
MORMNGSIDE 
Cdtt^e^s 
LEMONADE 
BOV 
1970 GRADUATE PROGRAM 
Since 1953 Ford of Australia has been introducing 
University Graduates to the challenge of modern 
Industry through a formal I year program of 
training and development. A booklet describing 
the program is now available from Student 
Counsellor's Office. 
Final year students and Graduates may discuss the program and their careers 
with the Ford Representative who will be visiting the University on the following 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: 7th, 8th, 9th July . 
Interviews may be arranged through Mrs. G.V.U.Hughes, Student Counsellor's 
Office. 
Alternately enquiries may be directed to 
The Graduate Training Co-Ordinator, 
Ford M o t o r Company of Aus t ra l i a L i m i t e d 
Private Bag 6, CAMPBELLFIELD, V I C T O R I A 
Telephone 359 0211, Ext. 2180 
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University of Queensland Union 
INVITES NOMINATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ON THE 59TH COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION 
EXECUTIVE 
FACULTY 
AGRICULTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARTS FULL-TIME 
ARTS PART-TIME 
COMMERCE FULL-TIME 
COMMERCE PART-TIME 
DENTISTRY 
EDUCATION FULL-TIME 
EDUCATION PARr-TIME 
NOMINATIONS OPEN AT 9.00 A.M 
PRESIDENT 
HONORARY SECRETARY 
HONORARY TREASURER 
GENERAL VICE-PRESIDENT 
FACULTY 
NO. OF REPS. 
59th Council 
1 
1 
4 
5 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
. ON TUESDAY 24TH JUNE, 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT ST. LUCIA (Full-Time) 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT ST. LUCIA (Part-Time) 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT, HERSTON 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT, TURBOT STREET 
REPRESENTATIVES 
1969 
FACULTY 
ENGINEERING 
LAW 
MEDICINE 
MUSIC 
SCIENCE FULL-TIME 
SCIENCE PART-TIME 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES 
NO. OF REPS. 
59th Council 
2 
1 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
NOMINATIONS CLOSE AT 5.00 P.M. ON TUESDAY, 8TH JULY,1969 
Nomination Forms are available from Union Office and from Area Vice-Presidents. Part-Time Students will be sent Nomination Forms upon written request. 
Any active member of tlic Union except a part-time external students may nominate for the position of President, General Vice-President, Honorary Secretary, Honorary 
Treasurer of the Union. 
Any active member of the Union who spends more than fifty percent of his time table in an area specified by tiie Regulations may nominate for the position of Vice-President 
of the Area. 
Any active member of the Union who is a member of a Faculty may nominate for the position of representative of that Faculty, or in appropriate cases for the position of 
representative of the members of a Faculty who have the same staius as himself. 
No person shall nominate for more than one position at the Annual General Elections. 
Candidates for election who have a bona fide intention of altering their Faculty status or area during tiie term of a Council may nominate for election to a position on that 
Council, Written notice of the intention to change faculty staius or area must be submitted with the candidate's nominatioa 
Any person who is a member of a College wilhin the University shall be eligible to stand for the position of College Representative on Council. 
VOTING WILL TAKE PLACE AT ST. LUCIA ONLY FROM 28TH JULY TO 1ST AUGUST 1969 INCLUSIVE 
VOTING HOURS WILL BE FROM 9.00 A.M. - 8.00 P.M. IN THE REFECTORY 
Students unable to attend pol l ing booths on prescribed days may apply for a postal vote on the prescribed application 
form {available from Union Office or from Area Vice-Presidents). Applications for postal votes close on 16th July, 1969. 
Douglas Jones 
ELECTORAL OFFICER 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION 
C0N5TITUTI0M CHANG£; 
AMEM) Section 13.1 "^f the CoriEtit-
u t ion by oddinc, Part (h) as follQu£: 
{h)One representative who ohsl l be 
electea by ,T]E[T.biii5 of the Union who 
are cverceaG Gtudentc:,and which rep-
resentat ive &hali be an overs-eas 
student. 
Oc'hovji/Jones. 
Pantlus 
dry deaners 
Also Dry 
Cleaning, 
Laundry, And 
Shoe Repairs. 
LEAVE GARMENTS 
AT UNION SHOP 
INDOOROCPILLY TYPING 
AND DUPLICATING SERVICE 
PHDN'E: 98-4398, 58-5415 
FREE FICKUP AND DELIVERY 
^Q% REDUCTION 
TO ALL 
UNI. STUDENTS. 
57 126B 
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IN SUPER SEMPERAMA .-«»t' 
\ DIRECTED BY 
LEN SORBELLO 
AND 
JOHN DEGROOT 
INTRODUCTION 
The cinema, wiih its peculiar aiidicv 
visual qualities, has always had a certain 
fascination for people of all ages. Much of 
the glitter passed with the coming of 
Television. Today, however, its appeal is 
again high. In view of this, wc hope 
"Monitor '69" will contain infonnation of 
interest to all film goers, 
EARLY fflSTORY 
The first moving photographs were achieved 
almost by accident. To settle an argument 
about the movement of a horse's legs while 
it was galloping, Edward Muybridge set up 
a row of cameras with strings attached to the 
shutters. As the horse galloped past, each 
shutter was operated. The photographs, 
projected one by one on a screen, produced 
a "moving picture." 
In 1885 William Friese Greene invented a 
camera which took a series of pictures on one 
glass plate, but he realized that true moiion 
picture photography could never be obtained 
satisfactorily with glass as a basic material. 
Later he used a strip of sensitized paper 
and finally when celluloid film was invented 
he took out a patent for a camera using the 
film and shot scenes in Hyde Park. 
Meanwhile in America the great inventor 
Thomas Edison was experimenting with 
cinema film. He invented the Kinetoscopc, a 
type of machine in which the film ran in an 
endless band. It was installed in vast 
numbers of amusement arcades. Only one 
person could view the film at a time, after 
inserting a coin in the slot. 
Edison was happy to leave "moving 
pictures" at this stage and when it was 
suggested that cinema pictures be projected 
on a screen, he opposed it. 
But Edison built one of the first cinema 
studios for making films. It was mounted on 
a turn-table so that the inside could always 
be lighted by the sun at any time of day. It 
was known as ''The Black Maria". Nobody 
then had tried to make films by artificial 
light. Finally Edison was persuaded to help 
in the design ofa film projector—but he did 
so with great reluctance. 
The real drawback at this time was that 
nobody had achieved really clear projection. 
Two policemen were to witness this advance 
in February 1895. At 3 o'clock one morning 
they were attracted by excited shouts coming 
from the studio of Robert Paul in Middlesex. 
He had just projected moving pictures on a 
large screen with amazing clarity. The 
cinema was on its way. In the following year 
New York had its first public showing of 
projected film. 
By now the film projector was a really 
practical proposition. Its action was simple. 
The film was pulled down past the lens. 
• • 
a • 
• II 
a • 
We begin by tracing the story of the 
cinema from its very beginnings to the 
advent of TV. This is followed by a brief 
sketch of the cinema after TV. 
Wc might point out that no attempt has 
been made to give an exhaustive coverage 
to the manv facets of the cinema. 
• • 
• a 
* a 
1 a 
• a 
• a 
In these sections, we have concentrated 
mainly on the TECHNICAL developments 
of the cinema, since we feel that relatively 
little is known about these aspects of the 
film medium. 
Part Two of "Monitor '69" looks at the 
cinema in Australia—who goes to the 
movies in Brisbane and why; secondly, 
an outline of films made, or about to be 
made in Australia. 
picture by picture, at the rate of 16 per 
second. While one picture was changing to 
another a "Maltese cross" movement, seen 
in front, revolved and cut off the light from 
the screen. It was worked by hand. 
The film "The Great Train Robbery," 
made in 1903, was an epic of its time. It 
used "close-ups" to heighten the drama 
(then quite a new idea) and built up the 
tension in ways still used today. The 
audiences were thrilled when the villain, in 
close-up, appeared to fire his revolver 
straight at them! The film made a fortune. 
However most ofthese early pictures were 
brief and amateurish (many were made up 
while shooting). American "movie factories" 
centered at first around the New York area 
where a flush of activity had each director 
usually producing two pictures a week. 
By 1908—directing, acting photograph-
ing, writing and laboratory work were 
separate crafts. Screen credit—were 
unheard of; the profession was still not 
considered reputable. There were bitter 
disputes over patent rights. 
Companies holding essential patents 
formed (1909) the Motion Picture Patents 
Company which attempted to keep 
unlicensed companies out of production and 
distribution. Many independent moved their 
operations to Los Angeles in order to be 
close to the Mexican border in case of an 
injunction and after 1913 Hollywood, 
California became the movie capital. Of 
course, its good climate influenced its 
establishment in these days when interior 
studios were unheard of, Its pre-eminence as 
the centre of the world film industry was 
firmly established when World War I stopped 
the production of British and Continental 
films. This gave America a chance to seize 
worid markets. But in 1907 the first full 
length (Multireel) feature in the worid "The 
Kelly Gang" was produced by Gibson and 
Johnson in Australia. 
As the films were silent, much of the 
action and all of the dialogue had to be 
explained by "sub-titles" which were 
lettered on cards and photographed by the 
cine-camera. 
Films could be understood in any country 
—it was only necessary to write new sub-
titles. The cinema pest of those days was 
the one who read them out loud! 
The first ofthe great spectacular films was 
"The Birth of a Nation" made by D. W. 
Griffith, released for showing in 1915. 
Griffith was the pioneer in the development 
of film technique. His stupendous film about 
the American Civil War, with its sweeping 
scenes and hundreds of actors, was a model 
often copied. It showed the film industry, 
too, that long films were popular. 
In earlier films, a few actors were known 
by name but as the twenties approached the 
"star system" was introduced. 
Among the earliest of the great stars of 
Hollywood California, was the English 
comedian Charlie Chaplin. He appeared in 
his first film in 1913, and began as a knock-
about comic. But he developed into the 
greatest comedian the screen has even 
known. Others included: Tom Mix (one of 
the first cowboys), Douglas Fairbanks Senior 
and Marv Picicford. 
In 1927 a new Hollywood sensation: 
Warner Brothers were going to make talking 
pictures! For the actual recording of sound, 
Warners decided to use gramophone discs. 
Al Jolson will always be regarded as the 
first great star of talking pictures. His film 
"The Jazz Singer" was only partly in sound, 
but he followed it with the complete talking 
picture "The Singing Fool". The silent 
screen was doomed, although some called 
talkies a "craze". 
The turn table for the records was at the 
back ofthe projector running in synchroniza-
tion with the film. But it was a clumsy 
system and it was not long before sound-on-
filra was recognized as the only practical 
method. 
The first animated cartoon "Little Nemo" 
appeared in 1911, but in 1928 Walt Disney 
created the greatest cartoon character of all 
time—Mickey Mouse—and he himself 
provided the voice. He followed it with other 
great favourites, Pluto the dog, and Donald 
Duck. He also made musical cartoons called 
Silly Symphonies. 
Colour had been achieved in eariy films 
by hand tinting and since 1917 had been 
based on a red-green pattern. 
In 1932 Technicolor, a three colour (red, 
blue, yellow) process was developed, and 
"coloured-films" steadily grew in quality 
and popularity. 
THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION 
The war years were a period of great 
prosperity for Hollywood, audiences in the 
United States flocked to see the movies at a 
phenomenal rate. After the War, however, 
the habit of going to the cinema as an escape 
from boredom was changed in many houses 
into a habit of watching television, and visits 
to the cinema took place more selectively. 
The response to the challenge of T\' might 
have been made at a more artistic level 
and to some extent this was done in Europe, 
but in America where the fall in attendances 
were much more marked the resources of 
the industry were applied mainly to the 
development of techniques which offered 
counter-attractions to those more easily 
seduced by spectacle and novelty than by 
dramatic excellence. (This remedy has been 
partly successful in maintaining audiences.) 
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TECm\SCOPE?PP 
Panavision, Todd-AO,Cinemas-
cope etc. have become well 
known - these interesting 
words are used to describe 
various wide-screen processes 
but the actual picture dimens-
ions and methods of presentat-
ion are rarely explained. 
The story of the wide-screen 
j^ s, then, the story of the 
c^ lnema after Television. 
THE NATURli 01- THE IVIUL SCRHliN 
The result of the wide-screen 
systems has been to offer the 
viewer a greater range of 
scene from which he can select 
at any given instant - because 
he cannot possibly observe 
both the extreme left and right 
edges of a wide screen at the 
same time. In this respect 
large-screen presentations 
involve audience participation 
to a far greater degree than 
otherwise. A little consider-
ation will show that they can 
only be wholly justified when 
the audience is required to 
follow important action 
across the screen and against 
a STATIC background (or when 
SOUNDS persuade an audience 
to change its viewpoiftt) 
because, in ali other situat-
ions, equal pictorial inform-
ation can be conveyed within 
the standard picture ration. 
It is for these reasons that 
musical extravaganzas and the 
]ike are presented in wide-
*een formats. 
WIDE SCREElNJ PROCESSES 
Before describing these process-
es, it is essential to define 
some terms. 
The first is an /\NAM0RPH1C 
LENS, and this refers to the 
lens which produces a distorted 
but perfectly sharp image. It is 
used in wide-screen photography 
to compress the width of a semi-
panoramic view into a relatively 
much smaller image than could 
otherwise be obtained, and to do 
this without compressing the 
image height. The other terms 
to understand are SQUEEZE and 
UN-SQUEEZE. An anamorphic lens 
is said to 'squeeze' the image 
onto a smaller width of film; 
to produce the correct shape, 
a projection or other lens 
must 'un-squeeze' the filmimage. 
The standard 35mm film is cap-
able of satisfying 4 different 
image formats or aspect ratios, 
these are (width to length 
ratio): 1.33/1, 1.66/1, 1/75/1, 
and 1.85/1. 
PANAVISION This process 
(otherwise known as Cinemascope) 
uses a conventional 3Smm camera 
the only difference being a 
special 2:1 anamorphic lens-
attachment which squeezes the 
image produced on the film. 
The camera aperture itself is, 
in fact, in the ratio of 
1.175:1, but when this is multi-
plied by the squeeze ratio of 
2:1 as will occur on projection, 
a final screen image is produced 
having an aspect ratio of 2.35:1 
(see figure). 
In the beginning, the squeezing 
and unsqueezing of the image 
produced unpleasant distortions 
in close-up but these have now 
been overcome. However, when 
projected onto the really large 
screens such as those at the 
George and the Paris, the grain 
structure of the photographic 
emulsions used in 35ram is pain-
fully apparent to those closest 
to the screen. 
Todd-AO Panavision 70 
70mni Unsqueezed 
Print 
TODD-AO The use of wide-gauge 
65mm negative film has overcome 
this problem and the result is 
that great magnification is 
possible without distortion, 
graininess and loss of colour 
intensity, 
a 70mm 
positive film is used for 
projection purposes and the 
reason for using a positive 
film wider than the negative 
is to provide space for the 
sound tracks - because the 
picture camera negative 
occupies all the available 
space on the 65mm film. 
The Todd-AO process does 
not use anamorphic lenses 
and, therefore, may be describ-
ed as unsqueezed photography. 
The cinages are photographed 
directly on to 65mm negative 
film. A 70mm positive copy is 
made from the negative, 6 
track sterophonic sound is 
added, and the resultant image 
on the screen is in the aspect 
ratio of 2:1. 
(This process is also used for 
PANAVISION 70mm). 
• • • • 
o 
o 
0 
Techniscope 
format. 
Unsqueezed 35 mtn Print 
SUPER-PANAVISION This 
process involves the applica-
tion of anamorphic lenses to 
65mra film while shooting. 
After transfer to 70mm positive 
fiom, the images must be unsq-
eezed in the projector. The 
image on the screen has an 
aspect ratio of 2.7:1 and the 
process is now used for 
Cinerama. 
CINERAMA This gives an 
C3 
PANAVISION 
Squeezed 35mmPrint 
illusion of picture-depth 
and a great feeling of audience 
participation in the action. 
It employs a huge deeply-curved 
screen, and originally the 
method of projection relied on 
t;he use of three 35mm projectors 
which projected three images 
side-by-side on the screen. 
The development of Super-
Panavision eliminated this 
and now the image on a single 
7Qmm film is squeezed into the 
Cinerama curve. 
TECHNISCOPE This system uses 
conventional 35mm film, but uses 
a film which is one-half the 
height of the standard frame 
(2 perforations instead of 4) .| 
By a special printing process 
this 2-perforation high frame, 
is changed into a standard 
4-perforation frame with anj 
anamorphic image of 2:1 
squeeze ratio, ready for 
projection. The resulting 
image on the screen has the| 
same aspect ratio as 35mm 
Panavision. THE THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR" 35mm 
Mitchell 6SFC 
• 65 mm camera* 
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In this section, 
we shall deal with the 
cinema in Brisbane - in 
particular we were inter-
ested to know who goes to 
the cinema at this time 
and why. 
With the co-operation of 
various theatre managers, 
we are able to give some 
general answers to these 
questions. 
IcoHBiriowggll 
Brisbane audiences consist, 
in the main, of people 
between the ages of 15 and 
32. However different 
theatres attract different 
audiences. One Manager 
said that the "general 
film public" consisted of 
people in the 15-25 age 
group; in general, those 
who attended ALL forms 
of entertainment. He 
also considered that this 
same age group was the back 
bone of the Drive-In 
Theatres, though it seems 
that the family man 
attends the Drive-In more 
than the city theatre. 
According to another 
manager, his clientele 
were people in the 20-32 
age group. The under 
twenties, he thought, 
mainly attended disco-
theques. Family re-
sponsibilities inhibited 
the attendance of those 
in the 32-45 yrs. category 
but in later years many 
of these people gradually 
returned to the cinema. 
"Art" Houses, on the 
other hand, are fairly 
independent of age 
categories. Here the 
type of audience varies 
with the particular film 
being shown. 
m AIR CONDITIONEO deon Q U E E N ST. 
countered, it still has the 
effect of saturating certain 
fields, e.g. a three weeks 
drama parade by one of the 
channels will virtually 'kill' 
films of this type in the 
cinemas. 
But television is by no means 
the sole competitor for the 
cinema. The increasing 
number of theatre restaurants, 
sound lounges and discotheques 
in Brisbane have provided 
added counter attractions. 
Despite this^a 'good' movie 
will now attract bigger 
crowds than before - eleven 
week seasons are not uncoiranon. 
E L D O R A D O 
• iMpapRoanvura 
2-3 456 
WINTER 
GARDEN 
CRYSTAL 
GEORGE 
34-6 G E O R G E S T R E E T 
WHY DO PEOPLE GO TO THE CINEMA? 
Reasons are many and varied. 
People go to the cinema to 
be entertained. Since they 
see so many films on T.V., 
people have become selective 
in their tastes. As a general 
rule, therefore, any movie 
which doesn't look like 
those shown on T.V. will 
be successful. 
. THEATRE • 
BUS STOP 14 LUTWYCHE RD WINDSOR 
PROMOTION AND PRESENTATION 
Promotion and presentation 
can provide the inducement 
necessary for initial and 
continued attendances. 
This aspect of the cinema 
is today of increasing 
importance in view of the 
great competition of other 
entertainment forms. The 
main object of theatre 
managers here is to create 
interest in their films. 
This attitude is reflected 
in their advertising, 
publicity stunts and 
television viewers' previews 
gala premieres, etc. 
i[ less than brdyifrfj; ^^nrfurner 
"CRITICS" 
In Brisbane we should more 
correctly say we have people who 
attempt to write about films. 
The "art" house feels that the 
critics have a greater affect on 
their attendance than on the 
lore commercially-oriented 
theatres. Their audience is 
more likely to read and understand 
their critiques. 
The effect of the critics is a 
negative one in that their 
opinions rarely induce attendance 
but often reduce it. 
It was discovered that the 
behaviour of some critics borders 
on outright dishonesty. They 
have been known to base their 
critique on 5-11 minutes of film-
viei^ ?ing with the aid of a press 
sheet. 
One of the more interesting 
practices is the blatant 
plagiarizing from earlier crit-
iques of the film which have 
appeared in magazines such as 
"Time", "Newsweek", etc. 
Mass flocking to the cinema, 
common before television, 
no longer occurs. Pre-tele-
vision anything offered by the 
theatres was assured of good 
attendances - film-going was 
a ritual. Today people are 
much more selective. Although 
the initial challenge of 
television has largely been 
AIR-CONDITIONED 
"COMMUNICATION" 
As observed, certain films 
now have extended seasons -
some of 3 or 4 months. 
These prolonged seasons can 
be partly explained by the 
exhibitors' method of pro-
motion. However, the 
success of these films 
seems to depend heavily on 
word-of-mouth recommendation. 
The people instantly attracted 
encourage the attendance of 
those who would otherwise 
have stayed away. For 
example, "Bom Free" in-
stantly appealed to the 
very young and those from 
the late 20's onwards. 
But later, young adults 
were responsible for its 
continued screening. 
"To Sir With Love" is an 
example in reverse. Teen-
agers spear-headed its 
initial success, but 
later it seems parents 
were talked into seeing 
the film and it was by 
this broadening of its 
appeal that it became one 
of the most successful films 
of 1968. 
Care is taken to insert 
particular advertisements for 
particular films in the "right" 
newspaper. In 
this regard one of the theatre 
chains seems to be constrained 
in both its style and allocation 
of advertising material. The 
dominance of southern control 
not only affects advertising 
but also methods of presentation 
and types of films shown. 
Presentation in conjunction 
with the atmosphere created by 
the particular theatres contrib-
utes to the successful screenings 
of films. The "art" houses 
draw heavily on their friendly 
and intimate atmosphere, while 
the 70mm showcases, with their 
lavish decor and quasi-sophisti-
cated environment appeal to 
people who want to make an 
occasion out of their attendance 
(husbands who have just received 
a bonus, etc.). 
DRIVf/JV 
l E F d l l l l l WiSIERII 
FORUM 
Albert ond Elixobath Sti. 
SKYL INE 
BEDCUfFE 
BRISBANE THEATRES 
CITY: 
*R£CENI - Coomerclal 
screenings 
*TOWN - 70inB - Commercial 
Screenings 
*PARIS - 70it= - Commercial 
Screenings 
* HOYTS THEATRES 
(fFORUM - TOnan ) 
)) GEORGE - 70iim ) 
Commercial 
yOinn ) Screenings jl WINTER GARDEN 
#ODEON 70[nra ) 
i GREATER UNION THEATRES 
CARLTON -
LIDO 
METRO 
Conmie rc l a l / 
Arc Screenings 
Conmercial/ 
Art Screenings 
Conaercial 
Screenings 
(M.G.H. Theatre) 
SUBURBAN 
AVRO - the only 70inn 
(Bulimba) suburban thea t re 
CRYSTAL - Art sc reen ings 
ELDORADO- Commercial/ 
Art Screenings 
ASTOR - Brisbane Cinema 
Group Screenings 
AVALON - Univers i ty Film 
Group and Contcap-
orary A r t s Society 
Screenings 
ALL DRIVE-INS 
Commercial 
Screenings 
2 or 3 have 70mra 
equipment:. . 
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(1 ) "Age f:F ConGent"- rtoi-. hb-ying 
i t n world prec.j.ere a t the Odcion. 
(PreviDu;:,ly revyieu'tid in Sfc=>'npei). 
(2) "Dlazinii Continenl:"- a Japan-
ese film shct in iiiroken M i l l , 
South AuL^trai.ibjot.i ollitir oijtb£it:k 
arerjs oy the NikkaLsu Corporcition. 
I t ' s it s t o ry cibout l:)C exper ience 
of a Japane&e a r t i s t wtio cores, to 
AuLjtrakia to aorr out l i is emotion-
a l proolBnic, 
O j ' T o l o ' j r :-b Ijecici''- i c ono of two 
filfriG ijfiot here laL't ye^r by i lol ly-
woDd'y Co'TirtiDJiuealtfi United in con-
junc t ion with Goldi3Vjorthy I'roGUct-
iDr,a,heaJuc by formii Sydney ac to r 
Ren GoJ.dsv.'crthy.Soiiie idt;a uf vjkat 
t h i s film i s about, can be c^athered 
from. Vhe f i n a l scene.Tom Tryon 
s tagger i . i n t o Sydney CIS and ann-
ouncBs:"! want ta r e p o r t a murderl" 
-"Uii? Who'ti been mi;rdEred?'iask£ the 
d e t e c t i v e . " ! havel":jacps Iryon and 
dropp down dead! 
"Colour Mt: Dead" wa;-; filmiid in 
Sydney,Mittagoncj,and i^uifers Para-
d i s e , and Aus t ra l ian Tony Ward i s 
also in the c a s t . 
(4) ' iDrift in[i Avenper"- another Jap-
anese film-which was shot i n and 
aroi'nd Tamworth in Northern K.S.W. 
by the Toci Cocipany of Japan .Th i s 
o n t ' c a Japanese WeG t^ern which has 
a l ready been r e l e a s e a in J s p a n , 
( 5 ) " I t Takes All Kinds"- the second 
of the Commonwealth Uni ted-Golds-
worttiy co-produc t ions ,was sho t in 
Sydney and Melbourne - the c a s t i n -
c ludes Robert Lansing,Vera M i l l s , 
and Harry !:3iilliv/an.The p l o t con-
cernG a yountj mfBrchant seaman who 
in knocked out in a brawl on the 
Sydney w[iarfb,and eorres to in the 
apartment of a my&terious b londe . 
She t h r e a t e n Li to turn hioi over to 
ttie p o l i c e for k i l l i n g h i s opponent 
un less he he lps her s t e a l a v a l -
uable a r t t reasure .The s tage i s se t 
for a " t h r i l l e r " . 
(6)"Ticne in Suiiwer"- i s an a l l -
AU£3tralian product ion , f i lmed in 
South Aus t r a l i a , and s t a r r i n g C h r i s -
t i n a D 'Br ier and Rory Hume.A soph-
i s t i c a t e d modern l o u e - s t o r y , i t was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y shcv-jn a t l a s t y e a r ' s 
Ber l in Film f e s t i v a l . 
No fewer than e igh t (0) f u l l -
l e n g t h fi lms were rrade in Aust-
r a l i a in 1968.You have to go back 
4G y e a r s , t o 192B,when 10 fi lms 
were produced, to find such a hive 
of a c t i v i t y , A a well as t h e s e , b e -
low we look a t f i lms scheduled to 
be shot in A u s t r a l i a in 1969. 
(7)"20CQ VJeeks"- another a l l - A u s t r a l -
ian e f f o r t , w a s filmed in V i c t o r i a on 
a bLidget of S60,0DC.The s t o r y concern 
Will Gardner (played by Mark McManus) 
who i s a j o u r n a l i s t , a n d though o u t - ^ ' J 
wardly success fu l , h i s l i f e and«^"'^^^^__^JPJi 
marriage have s e t t l e d i n t o a mundane 
r o u t i n e . F e e l i n g t h a t he i s not g e t t i n g 
f u l l va lue out of h i s ex i s t ence ,Gard -
ner f a l l s i n to a c l a n d e s t i n e love 
a f f a i r with a young g i r l , J a c k y (Jeanie 
Drynan),c-nd the subsequent c o n f l i c t i s 
the b a s i s for the f i lm. 
(Q)"You Can ' t See Round Corners"- the 
f i l m ' v e r s i o n of the TV s e r i a l which was 
shown r e c e n t l y a t tlie Winter Garden. 
As vjoll as these , two o the r films were 
complctKo in e a r l y 1965; 
(1ViMal lacoo ta" ( ten ta t ive t i t l e ) i s a 
"family" adventure filmed by Fauna Pro-
duct ions ,makers of the "Skippy" TV s e r -
i e s . Set in the scenic f i sh ing i n l e t of 
Mai lacoota ,near the N.S.W.-Victorian 
b o r d e r , i t s t a r s many of the "Skippy" 
r e g u l a r s . 
(?VReturn .Jt the ijQO'r.crdnq" i s a 
S2,0Dn,CC0 adventure filmii,.et in the 
convic t days of tlie 183Cs.The cas t i s 
headed by B r i t a i n ' s John Mil ls ,Jaines 
Booth,Jane Msrrow and Hollywood's Beau 
B r i d g e s . l t V'jos sliot in colour a t a 
s p e c i a l l y - b u i l t ccnvic t - town s e t near 
Nowra in Southern N.S.W. by American 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l P i c t u r e s for worldwide 
r e l e a s e through Warner Bro the r s - ? Ar t s . 
Already one film I'las betn sliot t h i s 
y e a r . I n May,the Aus t ra l i an scenes of a 
nevi 2Cth Century Fox m u l t i - m i l l i o n p ro -
duct ion about ttie Clympics - t i t l e d 
"The Games".The fi lm wi l l a l s o be shot 
in B r i t a i n , I t a l y and Tokyo.Par t -abor ig-
i n a l Sydney postman Athol Compton p lays 
the psjot of Aus t ra l ian Olympic r e p r e s -
e n t a t i v e Sunny R i n t u b i . 
Se\/eral o ther p roduc t ions are scheduled 
to be filmed in A u s t r a l i a t h i s yea r . 
Ttiese i n c l u d e : 
(1)"My Friend Lui Hui Chen"- another 
Ccmmonwealth United-Goldsworthy co -p ro -
duct ion which wil l be filmed pfartly in 
Hong Kong,par t ly i n A u s t r a l i a . I t ' s a 
comedy about ttie adventures of a l i t t l e 
Chinese boy and a l i t t l e Aus t ra l i an boy. 
(2)"Squeeze a Flower,Squeeze a Grape"-
Tlie c a s t inc ludes "Weird Mob" s t a r Walter] 
C h i a r i . T h i s film i s a comedy about t\,.o 
monks who get i n t o mischief with a s e c r e t ] 
l i queu r recipp ' ; 
(3) "Burke and W i l l s " , tlie heroes of the 
i l l - f a t e d Central A u s t r a l i a expedi t ion 
w i l l be brought to the screen in a 
S1,000,DOC product ion by B r i t i s h d i r e c t o r | 
Lionel Harr i s ,wi t l i a s c r i p t by Terence 
R a t t i g a n . 
(4) "Last Bus to Han.io Creek"- due t o be 
1 COMING I 
filmad by Rod Taylor and Reg Goldsworthy 
l a t e r t h i s y e a r . 
(5)"Wake Up In F r i g h t " , a p r o j e c t of S i r 
Robert Helpmann,who hopes to r e t u r n to 
A u s t r a l i a to s t a r in i t as an alcofiolic 
outback doc to r . 
(6)"The Lcnn Shadow",a film based on the 
Jon Cleary b e s t - s e l l e r and to be shot in 
the northern c a n e f i e l d s . 
Finally,vi/e w i l l soon have two fi lms 
about iMed Kel ly . 
shoot ing for one ve r s ion w i l l begin in 
Ju ly - t h i s i s the one to be made by 
B r i t i s h d i r e c t o r Tony Rictjardson{"Tom 
Jones","Charge of the Light Brigade") 
and des t ined t o be ore of the moat con-
t r o v e r s i a l f i lms to be made in A u s t r a l i a . 
The f i l m , t o c o s t S5,000,DOO,stars Mick 
Jagger who hes upset the upr ight c i t i z e n s 
of Glenrow£n,home of the famous bush-
ranger .Richardson in a defence cf h i s 
choice of Jagger sa id t h a t Kelly and 
Jagger "are both rebels.Anyone who want-
ed to hang Ned Kelly would probably went 
to hang Jagge r . " 
I t a l i a n producer Dino de Lau ren t i s a l so 
p lans t o make a film about Ned Kelly in 
a S7,ODD,ODD product ion to be shot during 
t h i s sumr.er.This film w i l l po r t r ay Kelly 
as a "Robin l-'ood outlaw and not a psycho-
p a t h i c young k i l l e r . " Torn Jones and 
I Warren Beatty are being considered for 
the p a r t y . 
; 3 i l 
"2000 WEEKS" 
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ROAD TEST: HOHDi H360 
Road tests of the Honda S360 usually start with some blurb about how 
most motorists prefer D new car to a secondhand one, and that the Honda is 
so cheap lhat it competes well wilh secondhand cars. Semper will mcrelysay, 
however, ihat for under J1400 you can buy a four-seater minibox that will 
do a {genuine 72 mph and return almost motor cycle mileage lo the gallon. 
Included in that low purchase price arc a heaicr-demisler, windshield 
washers, very cfTicient fresh-air ventilators, lockablc petrol-cap, and revers-
ing; lights, as well, all the safety precautions ihat the Ralph Nader-inspired 
Americans have seen Iii lo make law in thai country, which includes a 
padded fascia wilh a matt finish, which makes driving much less fatiguing 
on a sunny day (unlike the chromework which abounds on ihc dashboard 
of most middle-priced family saloons). 
•['he 1 londa follows ihc normal minicar idea of a large Kix for passengers 
with a wheel at each corner, the engine, in this case, stuck out in from and 
pulling the b«)x along by its front wheels, 'ihe bitdy is almost devoid of chrome 
(thankfully) and has quite a large glass area. The windshield is wiped very 
well by the large elccirie wipers which have a piod overlap and don't have 
any blind spots. The headlights, laillighis and indicators are large, fhe latter 
being visible from any angle. The painiwork is very good and the car is 
available in red, while, and blue (perhaps playing on patriotism to overcome 
the RSL's aversion to anything Japanese?: 'Ihe interior is always black and 
well-finished with fake-leather trim, ihe front seats arequilccomfortable, 
only the driver's being adjustable, but ihere isn't a great deal of legroom in 
the back. Headroom in both front and back seats is verj' good. The fascia, 
as mentioned before, is finished in mail black, and contains u very accurate 
specdnnieler, odometer, fuel gauge and tell-iale lights for handbrake and 
generator. The gloveKis is quite roomy but isn't lockable. Hoy racers can gel 
a I'airiy straight-arm driving position, where the gearicvcr which appears 
from under the fascia "falls nicely to hand" ,forgive the cliche). Hoot space 
would probably be inadequate for four people on a trip, but if only two arc 
travelling the back seal can be folded down a la station wagon to give more 
than enough. 
Now lo the test. I musi admit I approached the Honda with some fear as 
10 how a twin of 360ccs could turn in performance which would allow the 
car 10 stay wilh tratlic eilher in or out ofthe city. After half a mile all fears 
were gone. The slop\vateh confirmed my new confidence when it gave a 0-50 
time of 17 4 sees (which is 0-9 sees faster than Autocar tested a .Morris S50) 
and this from a car fresh from the boat wiih an odometer reading of 24.1 
miles and so far not even the liming had been checked, .An even bigger shock 
lay in store when I drove an N360 lhat had been sadly abused over 1.3,(100 
miles and it recorded a 0-50 limeof 15 seconds Hat, 3 3 seconds faster than a 
•Morris 850. These times can only be attributed lo a low curb weight of 1200 
pounds, an extremely free-spinning engine, .'redline 10,000 safe rjim! and 
very judicious selection of gearbox ratios. The car was very handy around 
town as its good acceleration, good visibility and turning circle made ii 
posjibic lo zap in and oui of trailic very easily. 
The next pleasant surprise was revealed when 1 headed out onto the 
open road and found lhat ihe Honda would sit comfortably on 60 mph 
(6000 rpml for mile after mile with no protest. Acceleration after this piiint 
was fairly leisurely but il reached a corrected lop speed of 72 mph. I'his is 
identical with the lop speed of a .Morris 850. This type of perfomianec 
makes it quite easy to post good .A-lo-B times but. . . don't try and take on 
327 .Monaros. The car had a fairly pronounced undcrsieer when pushed 
hard, and drifts towards the inside of the corner if power is lifted off in a 
corner. This is normal for a front-wheel drive vehicle. It would take a ver\' 
stupid driver to ever get into trouble in a Honda N360. 
The Honda gets iis performance from one of the best thought-out engine-
gearbox combinations around today. The engine is a parallel twin of 354cc5 
(21-6 cu. ins.) which develops 31 bhp al S500 rpm. It has an overhead cam 
and compression ratio of 8-6 to I and runs ver)' happily on super fuel. 
The engine is air-cooled and has roller bearings throughout. It is mounted 
transversely in the front and the gearbox mounlcd in the sump, sharing its 
oil with Ihc engine. (All a la .Morris .Mini). The gearbox is interesting as it is a 
constant mesh type (as on motorcycles) and this does noi require synchriv 
mesh. Il doesn't really need to be double-declutched but if fast changes are 
required it is preferable. Ratios are very well spaced for ihc peaked torque 
curve of the motor, maximum speeds in gears being: 
Ist 22 mph (10,000 rpm) 
2nd 37 mph (10,000 rpm) 
3rd 58 mph (10,000 rpm) 
4lh 72 mph [ 8,100 rpm) 
The car's front cross-member doubles as a sump guard, thus making it 
quite usable in rough country. I fail to see how Honda can produce such a 
well-engineered and built engine for the price. 
1'hc Honda N360 impressed me, I must admit, and [ recommend it most 
highly for anybody who is looking for a cheap first car, with reasonable 
pcrfomiance, or a very economic second car ihat is easy lo drive. The Honda 
is ver)' easy to drive and the gcarbiix doesn't have lo be worked neariy as 
hard as one would expect as it will pull cleanly from 20 mph in top gear. 
Vou could expect 40-45 miles per gallon around town. 
Thanks to BENNFIT HONDA for the use of their test car. 
While wailing for the test car to be filled with petrol 1 had a quick drive of 
the N600 which is the same car with a great big bore which boosts ptwver to 
about 42 bhp. I'erfomiancc was shatiering to say the least and the car is 
reputed to do 93 mph! Worth a l«>k for people who want performance in a 
small package because it's abtiut $900 cheaper than a (;ooper 'S'. 
Christopher Ikrger 
.Motoring Kditor. 
AVAILIIBLE at BENNETT HONDA 
SUMMARY: Honda N)60 Scamp. 
DISTKIIWTOK AND DKALKR: Ucnncit Honda, Ann Street, Vallev. 
BA.SIC PRICF: S U97. (Optional at extra cosl-Seal hells). 
Pl-RFORMANCIL-
Max speed-73 mph 
0-SO -ISO sees 
50-70 -23 2 sees 
Standing i{uarier-mHe-22-2 sees 
Typical fuel consumpiion-^2 mpg 
,\liles per full tank-24Q 
SPF.CIFICATIONS:-
Air-cooleJ; Ttiin cylinder; S.O.H.C. 
Bore y Stroke-2'f6 x 2-28ins(625 x S'Smm) 
Capacit.v-SS'lccs (21-6 cu ins) 
Coynpression ratio-S 6 : / 
.Max lll'.-n bhp at 8500 rpm 
Max tori)uc~24 ft. lb. ai 6000 rpm 
Front-wheel drive via transverse engine-gearbox in sump 
Gear-ratios-1st 25-IS : I 
2nd li 57 : I 
hd 9 95 : t 
•lib (,-45 : 1 
Sleering^rack and pion-3 turns lock-to-lock 
Turning circle-JOft Wins. 
honours 
ree 
cadetships 
1970 Commonwealth Cadetships will be available in 1970 for undergraduates wishing to pursue honours courses in these fields: 
THE TREASURY AND BUREAU OF CENSUS AND STATISTICS 
Economics • Commerce • Mathematical 
Statistics 
BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES 
Geology • Geophysics 
To be eligible for Cadet (Statistics) or Cadet (Economics), 
undergraduates should be completing by this year at least second year 
of a proposed appropriate honours degree course. 
For Cadet Geologist, an undergraduate must by this year be 
completing third year of a proposed honours degree in Science with 
Geology as a major subject: for Cadet Geophysicist, he must by this 
year be completing third year of a proposed honours degree in 
Science, with Mathematics at second year standard and Geophysics 
at third year standard, or Mathematics and Physics at second year 
standard and one or more of the subjects of Physics, Geology. 
Mathematics. Electronics or Electrical Radio or Mining Engineering at 
third year standard. 
The cadetships offer full salary while you complete your study 
tull-time, followed by automatic promotion on completion of training. 
Salaries while studying range from $1590 to $3061 ($1444 to $2633 
for women) according to age and qualifications. Applicants must be 
no older than 28 on March 23,1970. 
Full information, including salaries and scale of refund of fees, may be 
obtained now from:— 
The Commonwealth Public Service 
Inspector's Office 
COMMERCIAL UNION HOUSE . 349 QUEEN STREET • BRISBANE 
4000 with whom applications will close on 7th July 1969 
— " " ' " " " " " ^ • " " ' ' • ^ ^ PSB4.83.69 
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A Valiant Defeat 
or, How Senator Richard Russell leaspippedai the post. 
(Despite ihe fact that all other characters are entirely 
fictitious. Sen. Richard Russell ii real, and made the 
speech referred to early this year.', 
By the grace of God and the balance of tenor, 
another day leas beginning in .\loscotc. Heedless of the 
first rays of sunlight on the loturs and spires o) the 
Kremlin, a light siiB showed at a window facing an 
inner court-yard. An emergency meeting of Soviet 
defence chiefs was Hearing ill seventeenth hour. 
Inside, nine lired minds painfully wrapped ihcmselves 
around a report by the head of military inielligence. 
The thesis advanced, at first openly ridiculed by the 
older warriors, no longer seemed bizarre. The facts 
had never been in dispute, and iut:i Nairov had con-
vinced them that there was only I'ne plausible inter-
pretation. 
It would be wrong to think that Nalr,<v was an un-
subtle man, for il was he who had first discerned the 
paiiern in the reports in the American studeni press, 
but when a siiuaiiun tr.ij such thai every feature of 
il pointed to only one rational decision, he teas a man 
who could IIOI abide prevarication. .In admiral from ihc 
Ukraine, an old man tchose imagination did not run 
much beyond ihe simplest force majeure, was selling 
off on another lap of the same questions from tchich he 
had proved unable to turn his mind since the opening of 
the meeling. N.iirov inierrupied him. 
"No doubt Admiral Smirkin K.J.V Iculing up to an 
appeal for immediate .iciion. I entirely agree." 
The admiral, a man who had never found ii necessary 
10 argue, relrealediriii bleak silence. Nairov'sspeciaclcs 
gleamed. He cleared his lliro.it. 
"Comrade generals." His voice did nol evince ijuitc 
Ihe passion he had intended, hut he pressed on. "Il is 
quite clear now thai the .Americans have established 
a lead over us in a field which we had nol hillierio con-
sidered. Vi'e hare in the past been concerned wilh ihc 
atom .K^p, ihe hydrogen gap, the I.C.B..\I. gap and ihe 
missile submarine gap. There is note a new and poten-
tially even more .langerous g.tp. It must be closed at 
once." 
.Murmurs of agreement rose from eight defeiiden of 
ihe Soviet slate. Admiral Smirktu interjected. 
"V£'e have already agteed that this is ihe ease. Corn-
rade Nairov, but what alternative have you to my 
suggestion?" 
"If I may continue Comra.le Admiral, I think ihai 
trill become clear. According to our report, Richard 
Russell's speech lo the American Senate ended ttiih 
these words: 'If tee have to start over again with 
another Adam an J live, I want them lo be Americans, 
and I want them to be on this continenl and nol in 
F.urope.' It seems lo me thai iieo inferences can be 
dratenfrom Russell's speech. Ihc first is that the man ii 
insane. Secondly, and more significanily, it is clear ihai 
the American leaders are now engaged in a,ljusting the 
mass consciousness lo accept nuclear and chemical und 
biological warfare as legiiimaie and acceptable means 
to their country's national ends. If -.ce arc lo peg back 
litis lead which the .-Imericans have gained we must 
retaliate note." 
The eyes of the Head of I.C.B.M. Control gliiiered 
briefly. Unlike .\airov he was noi a subtle man, but he 
teas patient. 
Nairov concluded. "For the sake of international 
peace, my friends, wc cannot allow the Americans to 
continue lo enlarge the 'mad senator gap'." 
liir students in 1969 
wishing to continue courses of study in 
ACCOUNTANCY 
ARCHITECTURE 
CHEMISTRY 
COMMERCE 
DIETETICS 
ECONOMICS 
FORESTRY 
PHARMACY 
PHYSICS 
SOCIAL WORK 
SURVEYING 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
BACTERIOLOGY 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MICROBIOLOGY 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
PHYSIOTHERAPY 
QUANTITY SURVEYING 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
OR ENGINEERING IN A VARIETY OF FIELDS. 
commonwealtii 
cadetships 1970 
offer IL I I salary while you complete your study full-time, followed by automatic 
promotion on completion of training. Salaries while studying range from $1590 
to $3061 ($1444 to $2633 for women) according to age and qualifications. 
To be eligible, you must by this year have completed at least your first full-time 
ycai of the approprinte degree oi diploma course and be no older than 28 on 
Miircli 23. 1970 (33 on the same date for Social Workers). 
Full inlormation, including salaries and scale of refund of fees, may be obtained 
now from:-
COMMONWEALTH PUBLIC SERVICE INSPECTOR'S OFFICE 
COMMERCIAL UNION HOUSE • 349 QUEEN STREET 
whom applications will close on 7th July 1969 
BRISBANE 4000 with 
•PSBI.104.69 
W'iihin two weeks Pravda announced the outcome of 
this conference. Amid a standing ovation from the 
memberi of the Praesidium, a young and talented 
paranoid schizophrenic from the .Kloscotc Institute for 
the Incurably Insane was installed as the first head of 
the netc Bureau for Political Lunacy. 
The neutral nations breathed a sigh of relief as once 
again the balance,if power was lesiored lo equilibrium. 
Ross Phillips 
IVe of the antipodes are 
used to subsisting on the 
crumbs from the cultural 
table of the northern hemi-
sphere - hence we seldom 
find it anomalous to rever-
ently bow the head at the 
name of a Director who has 
made his reputation with 
films never shoivn in Aust-
ralia. 
Yet other people's opinions 
are as unreliable and unhelp-
ful in cinema as in any art. 
The European film critic or 
film-maker can develop his 
own approach by 'browsing' 
in the well-stocked archives 
(as well as attending the 
dozen or so festivals at 
hand), 
It is not easy for an 
Australian to form an 
appreciation of early Aust-
ralian work (and remember -
the first feature film was 
Australian}, let alone of 
the unnumbered contents of 
archives throughout the world. 
Mere the difficulty has been 
not the local definition of 
an art-house as a cimema 
that charges children full 
admission, nor even the 
censor's campaign to supp-
ress public awareness of 
public hairness, but simply 
the absence of an Australian 
film archive capable of 
participating in the vast 
international traffic in 
archive prints and seasons. 
And that is what the National 
Film Theatre of Australia is 
all about. The National 
Library in Canberra has a 
film archive, whose funds and 
powers are however strictly 
limited. NFTA is the element 
of self-help which by 
co-operating with the National 
Library is able to bring to 
Australia some of those other-
wise unobtainable archive films. 
Basically it consists of a couple 
of thousand members who jointly 
pay the expenses involved in 
getting the films to the island 
continent. (Archives do not 
charge for seasons - but air 
freight is phenomenal.) 
However NFTA is not merely a 
'•^reign-language film snob-
F I L M 
house. The American film is 
given its proper place (and 
here the generosity of the 
TV film distributors has been 
invaluable,) NFTA policy is 
to present comprehensive 
seasons devoted to the works 
of a single director, actor, 
school, or era. So to date 
we've seen seasons devoted to 
Joseph von Sternberg, Satyajit 
Ray, Kon Ichikawa, Carl Ureyer, 
^ 'Screwball' comedies (American 
30's and 40's). 
Such a season is a different 
experience - it is much more 
than the sum of its films. To 
see within a few weeks the 
complete works of a director is 
an education that just can't be 
got otherwise. 
Whether you like it or not, 
film is the only art-form with 
a popular base in this country. 
Therefore it stands the best 
chance of becoming and indigen-
ous commercially viable art. 
There are more people than you 
think who are working on that. 
NFTA is not just a super-film 
society - we see ourselves as 
the nucleus of the future 
Cinematique Australienne. 
As we get some capital, we will 
acquire 35mm (and other) prints 
of our own (that is if the 
government can't be persuaded 
to uprade its own archive for 
the preservation of 35mm 
material). We are engaged in 
the search for supposedly lost 
early Australian material, in 
the hope of preserving what 
is not already lost forever. 
(Any old cans of film found 
in woodsheds or under beds 
gratefully received.) 
Already recognised as a force 
on the Australian cultural 
scene, NFTA looks to move 
from strength to strength. 
Your membership isn't just 
money in the kitty (need that 
though we do) - it's a vote, 
a voice for the film in 
Australia. 
NFTA has a season of Swedish 
classics coming here at the 
end of June, and is hard at 
work on an Australian season 
later in the year. Keep an 
eye out for our advertisement. 
RCH 
NATIONAL FILM THEATRE 
SWEDISH GIHEH 
1913-1963 
AVALOK' THEATRE,ST.LLCIA. JUNE 28,JUNE 2 9 , J U ; . Y :.. 
BC0KING5,MEf'lBERSHIP ENQUIRIES: 
i ^ .F .T.A. , 10 KATE ST. , TOCWON'G. PHDNE: 70 2425. 
UKIQK SHOP. AMERICAN BOOK STORE. 
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INTERLUDE review by 
Megan McMurchy. 
Kevin Billington's "Interlude" 
is no masterpiece but it is 
certainly a very satisfying 
minor opus and a most promis-
ing debut for its director. 
Billington has created a 
film which is near-perfect 
in its quiet evocation of a 
single episode in the lives 
of the three people with 
which it is concerned -
famous conductor Stefan Zetler 
played by Oscar Werner, his 
wife, acted superbly by 
Virginia Maskell (in the last 
role she took before her death 
last year), and his mistress, 
Sally, played by Barbara Ferris, 
Although "Interlude" frequently 
verges on sentimentality 
Billington never loses control 
and the result is a delightful 
and sometimes moving film 
which renders with some subtl-
ety the complex nature of the 
three-way relationship between 
the conductor, his wife, and 
the young journalist with whom 
he has an affair. Billington's 
direction is rarely obtrusive 
but it is always confident, 
and his use of devices such 
as cross-cutting and flashback 
is very effective. Before 
making this film Billington 
had done a vast amount of 
work in television production 
mainly in the documentary 
field, and this extensive 
training has obviously stood 
him in good stead - the film 
is beautifully constructed 
and on a purely technical 
level is hard to fault. 
The camera-work is excessively 
romantic on accasion - lovers 
photographed in long-shot 
through a frame of foliage 
in soft-focus etc - however 
these effects are never 
prolonged and in any case are 
not offensive since they 
blend easily into the total 
mood of the film, George 
Debrie's charming music is 
also completely appropriate 
to the overall mood and 
helps invest the film with 
a certain poignancy. 
The film's best feature is 
its close observation of the 
small details of personal 
relationships, particularly 
noticeable in the first 
encomiter between Stefan 
and Sally in the latter's 
flat, and in Stefan's house 
where his close and comfort-
able (though ultimately fragile) 
relationship with his wife and 
children is presented succinctly 
but thoroughly through a concent-
ration on trivial, intimate 
domestic details. 
There are some nice moments of 
quiet comedy - John Cluse as 
a syncophantic, inept and 
ludicrous P.R. man; Sally 
taking a bath as the huge face 
of a negro leers down at her from 
a poster on the wall; Stefan's 
father-in-law making himself 
ridiculous as he tries to explain 
to Stefan in "man-to-man" fashion 
his appearance with a young girl 
at a restaurant on a luncheon 
date. 
The standard of acting from the 
principal characters is high, 
particularly from Virginia 
Maskell who as the wife gives 
a very fine performance indeed -
whe is restrained but always 
expressii^e and sympathetic. 
Barbara Ferris is appealing as 
Stefan's mistress, and her spon-
taneity and attractiveness 
project well during the initial 
stage of the film. As an actress 
who is not really equal to handl 
ing the emotional climaxes 
required of her and in the 
confrontation between wife and 
mistress she inevitably comes 
off second-best against Virginia 
Maskell's poise and maturity. 
However these are minor quibbles 
in view of her total performance 
which is certainly more than 
adequate, Oscar Werner's inter-
pretation of his character in 
the simultaneous roles of cond-
uctor, husband and lover is a 
fairly convincing one, although 
he fails to indicate very great 
depth of feeling in relation 
to either his wife or his 
mistress - he seems to maintain 
his detachment and sang-froid 
a little too easily. However, 
he conveys the character's 
charm effectively and at times 
even achieves a kind of puckish 
appeal, mainly by virtue of 
his curiously inflected German 
accent. 
The basic elements in the film 
plot are the pure stuff of 
women's magazine stories and 
the escapist aspects of the 
story are accentuated by such 
things as the high life-style 
of the characters. However, 
Billington plays dowi these 
factors and manages to make out 
of what could so easily have 
degenerated into a maudlin 
sole-story, an admirably 
understated and compassionate 
study of these three people 
at a particular moment in 
their lives. 
DRAMA 
PAUL 
RICHARDS 
The SGIO Theatre has been built at a time 
when the principles of live theatre are in 
flux and has been built without considering 
this. It's "nice" and "new" but it's not 
modern. When the new theatres of the 
University, Twelfth Night and Repertory 
are buih (all within 2 years) the SGIO may 
be of littie use to drama groups. It's now 
becoming more widely agreed that "live" 
theatre should strive to be more flexible 
with a more obvious use of its "live" qualities. 
The SGIO (or whatever it's called) is really a 
"picture" theatre—and a rigid one at that. 
COMMONWEALTH CADETSHIPS 1970 
agricultural ecunamics 
commerce 
economics 
mathematical statistics 
Honours degree cadetships are being offered in the Bureau of 
Census and Statistics and the Department of the Treasury to 
students who this year will have completed at least two years 
of a proposed honours degree course. Cadetships are also 
available in the Bureau of Agricultural Economics to students 
who will have completed the first year of a degree in 
agricultural economics or an approved economics major. 
Candidates must be under 28 years of age on 23rd March 1970. 
benefits 
Full time study on full salary for completion of your present 
course of study. Salary ranges from $1590-$3061 according 
to age. 
aduoncement 
On completion of studies as Research Officer Grade 1 
$3581 -$4556 ($3153-$4128 for women) with minimum 
commencing salary of $3950 ($3522) for second class 
honours; $4250 ($3822) for first class honours. 
After advancement, careers in research into policy and land 
use aspects of production and marketing of primary products: 
economic and statistical research and planning and control 
of large scale statistical operations; fiscal policy, balance 
of payments and international economic relations, domestic 
economic conditions and short term forec.isting. 
Full information, including salaries and scale of refund ol 
fees, may be obtained now from:— 
COMMONWEALTH PUBLIC SERVICE 
INSPECTOR'S OFFICE 
COMMERCIAL UNION HOUSE • 349 QUEEN STREET • 
BRISBANE 4000 with whom applications will close on 
7th July 1989 
—. . _ PSB3.83.69 
Dramsoc-Architects have again combined 
forces to produce a play written by Willie 
Young about students having got their 
degrees. Again he is using the Revue Band. 
The play will open towards the end of 
second term. This time Willie will have 
spent more time on the script ihan he did 
with "Classical Stuff" where scripts were 
written as rehearsals progressed with a large 
inexperienced cast. Flashes of brilliance 
were ruined by bad acting and breaks in 
pace. His previous plays, "The Drunken 
Soldier" and "Oedipus", were stimulating 
by their well thought-out approach. 
"The Incredible Machine (of Dokta 
Roka)" (Young Yeti Theatre) is a revue 
to be done in second term in the Avalon, 
written by a team in "Laugh-in" slyle (as a 
"The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" (Arts 
Theatre) was an excellent book and for 
those who haven't read it the Arts produc-
tion of its stage adaptation provides 
abundant humour and a fascinating insight 
into a most unusual character, Joyce 
Bcrendes is competent but does not really 
have the Scotch fire of kinky-Jean-Urodie, 
Yvonne Hwipcr's direction is sensitive 
especially as regards visual cffecis. But 
Ruth Tumell stole the show by revealing 
all the elements in Sandy's character and 
using them in a most dynamic performance. 
All Brisbane's bigwigs were there first night 
to see a play that ridiculed many of them. 
"Premiere" (Arts Theatre) showed that 
the Arts Theatre thinks about local authors. 
But they should be careful that their 
productions are organised. "Tomo" was a close-knit team) directed by Sue Maddock 
Young Yeti on August 10-17 are producing disaster so that it was difficult to say what 
"Dream Tigers" by Paul Hughes, and ^^'^ P'^)' ^^ '^ ^ '''^^' "Duchess on Thursday" 
Heller's "Catch 22", adaptation by yours ^V '^n Austin was a good idea but not 
truly. The Theatre has made contact with 
"La Mama" in Melbourne and hopes to 
exchange scripts later in the year. 
Pantomime Competition. Young Yeti 
Theatre are ofiering a S 50 prize for the best 
original adult send-up panto for production 
at the Avalon, December 7-20. 
Suggested titles:— 
Hansel and Harold 
Little Red Green Beret 
Jack and the Stalk 
Snow White and the Six Grown Men 
Details and entry forms from Semper Oflice 
or Miss Hanger (English Department). 
"Ernest in Love", though not exactly a 
dismal failure, did badly. Though I am told 
that they covered costs and that this is not 
the demise of M & R Productions. 
strongly developed though certainly good 
thcatrecraft. "The Morning Skin" was a 
tense drama with not enough body to it, 
but well acted and well produced by Jack 
HoUingsworth. 
"The Caretaker" (Living Room) can be 
seen by students for S 1 (no meal) or by 
others S 2 (meal included). It is a professional 
production of one of Harold Pinter's best 
plays using every point of impact and coming 
across at a tremendous pace. The actors 
provide high standard entertainment and an 
enlightening production for students. 
Only on Sunday nights (when there's nothmg 
else to do). 
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BENDA 
In a lunclhhour discussion, siuJcnis were given a chance <o hear ihe 
views ofa Czech on ihe recent Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia. .\ir. Alex 
Renda, a Czech journalist is visiting Australia and in this lunch-hour talk, 
he gave his point of view atxiut the invasion of Czechoslovakia. 'I'his man 
worked for the second largest nctt-spapcr (.\llada Fronta) in Czechoslovakia 
and ver>' few would doubt whether he is properly qualified to speak on 
this topic. 
Mr Kenda gave three reasons why the Russians invaded Czechoslovakia 
on August 21 1968. The key word was fear. 
1. The lirst reason was the fear that the Kremlin has over the threat that 
Czechoslovakia would withdraw from the Warsaw I'aci, and if anyone cares 
to look at a map, you could sec the form of barrier this would cause with other 
nations lhat are in the Warsaw Pact. This point is over-emphasized by the 
Kremlin leaders, a large number of whom, according to .Mr. Kenda, are in 
the 40 year old age group (they grew up in the last World War) and they 
do not have any scruples in doing anything that will preserve their great 
".Mother Russia". 
2. The second reason was that the Russians believed that there is only one 
form of socialism—Russian "socialism". The Russians do not like to be 
reminded lhat ihcir "sodalism" is not perfect. The Czechs believe that 
socialism, if il is to be elTeclive must be adapted to local condilions. 
.Mr. Benda claimed lhat the invasion had been pioneered by the .Militan-
Generals, not the political leaders ofthe Kremlin. Their character has been 
mentioned in reason 1. 
3. Lastly, there has been a movemeni in Czechoslovakia to federate the 
different nationalities (Czechs the majority, Slovaks the mosl prominent 
minority, and half a million Germans, Ukranians, Poles and other nationali-
ties). This, according to Mr. Benda, has been a tremendous success and in 
case you don't know, Russia does have racial problems. The Ijitvians, the 
Ukranians, the Georgians and other minority groups in the U.S.S.R. were 
hoping that Moscow would follow Czechoslovakia by stopping .Moscow from 
being the centre of the U.S.S.R. in everything. One popular grievance was 
the appointments of Russians (not I.atvians or Ukranians for example) in 
powerful positions in I,aivia and the Ukraine and other defmitc racial areas. 
When the Russians invaded, resistance from the Czechs, especially 
studenls and workers, was strong. .Mr. Iknda lamented the censorship of 
the press by the Russians. Students and workers began lo merge and they 
demonstrated, struck and had sit-ins together. .Mr. Dubcck had been 
extremely popular before he resigned while Dr. Husak, his successor, was 
more hard-headed and realistic. What were all the strikes, sit-ins and 
demonstrations in aid of, I asked? 
The students wanted the reforms that .\tr. Dubcek had been introducing 
before the Russians arrived, to be put into practice. Some of these reforms 
were the right of free speech, the establishment ofa free press, the right to 
form political groups and so on. The Russians did not want this to happen. 
So they invaded Czechoslovakia. 
The workers wanted the establishment of worker wmmiiiees to decide 
who is to be the director of the factory or plant, what is to be produced, 
where the profits shall go and so on. .Mr. Benda said that the workers ofthc 
factories and mines did not want to be directed by some central planning 
machine at Prague, but instead they wanted to decide how they controlled 
the factors thai would mould their lives. 
•Mr. Benda also remarked that Washington knew that the U.S.S.R. was 
going to invade Czechoslovakia before it happened. This, he claimed, coutd 
be supported by facts released by the U.S.A., however, .Mr. Benda said that 
even if the U.S.A. had wanted to help the Czechs, they would have only 
created intemalional tension. .Many Czechs have travelled abroad, especially 
in West Germany, and there was a reaction aj^inst socialism to capitalism 
but, .Mr. Benda said, ihat many ofthe older generation (i.e. those over 40) 
do nol trust the West. 
Why? Who deserted the Czechs in 1938? Did wc give ihcm any support 
during the war? Why haven't we asked the question before? 
Finally, I have come lo the conclusion that the "Courier .Mail" and our 
mass media have deliberately made the Czechoslovakian invasion very 
vague to the public in details. Yes, I admit and condone the emotional 
outbreak that they churned out when the Russians invaded Czechoslovakia, 
twi why havcn'i they menttoned these factory committees and the whole 
socialistic outlook that the Czech people have in their editorials and articles 
that appeared in all of our newspapers. 
Perhaps .Mr. Bray, the General .Manager uf Qeensland Newspapers could 
tell us? 
The invasion has just been written ofTas "typical communist aggression". 
I condemn the Russian invasion but I end wilh a thought lhat the public 
should not get the news (what the mass media thinks is news) but instead the 
true and evident facts of the brutal "rape of Czechoslovakia". 
Colin Alexander 
Arts 1. 
NUAUS 
1969-70 
VIOAGE SCHEME 
Volunteer Assistance 
Programme 
GUINEA 
INFORMATION & APPLICATION FORMS AT 
SRC... APPLICATIONS CLOSE JUNE 30th 1969. 
CONTACT LPNGO FOR MORE INFORMATION 
LETTERS 
TO THE 
EDITOR 
U June, 1969. 
The Editor, 
"Semper Moreat", 
Dear Sir, 
The gulf separating young people from adults seems 
to be growing bigger ever)' day. This revolt has taken 
on the form of an open dispute, not only with the 
universily but with society as a whole. This universal 
phenomenon seems to be the result of many aspects of 
our modem society which have combined to isolate 
youth as a group within sodeiy. Youlh have now 
achieved the staius ofa distinct community. Not only 
arc ihc tremendous technological and scientific changes 
which occur so rapidly a contributing factor, but also 
the fact that cducaiion is taking more time to be 
completed, and youth is denied the rights and responsi-
bilities of adulthood because these persons are unbound 
by its main obligations. The conflict that has ensued 
stems from youth's detcrinaiion to win from society the 
status and esteem they deem to be their right. 
The students of universities and colleges, whose 
number is increasing in a greater proponion than the 
increase in population, totalled over 16 million through-
out the world, and arc demanding to be heard. Alongside 
polilical and general discontent many student groups 
have expressed their desire to reform university cur-
ricula and to restructure universities. In the April 1969 
issue of the "Unesco Courier" a Uncsco study dealing 
with the problems of youth in modem society concluded 
that "Everyone, they (i.e. many studeni groups) say, 
must take an active part in the educational process 
while everyone becomes an educator and an 'cducatec'". 
This is no longer a remote occurrence on campuses 
on the other side of the world, but was brought to our 
notice by a small group of students on Thursday 12 
June, I have watched wilh interest the beginnings ofa 
student-authority confrontation on our own campus. 1 
have heard talk of "the University existing to serve 
capitalism", and how poor studenls are misrepresented 
by the press and misunderstood by the community at 
large. Yet for the first time definite proposals for reform 
have been put forward. 
Mr. Bob W'enseley's proposals for reform in a 
moderate manner within the 1,'niversity and his advoca-
tion of a process of evolutionary change are more 
rational and suited to the peaceful co-existence of all, 
"including everyone from the cleaning staff up." 
Changes within the structure have already begun, 
however late and inadequately these may seem. This 
process needs to be continued possibly at an increased 
pace, but not with aggression and violence. As Ian 
Channel!, "the Wizard", said, "If our universities arc 
turned into political battle-grounds, university freedom 
and enquiry would be lost." The need for change is 
present but to try to change it in an aggressive revolu-
tionary manner would damage the sysiem beyond 
repair. 
Yours faithfully, 
Gtcnda Strachan 
(Arts I) 
Four letters spelt the awful Word 
In whose dread power bold Moses struck 
The Egyptian army, when the Lord 
Led Israel out to try their luck. 
Four different letters crisped the air, 
E>oubtIess, when kindly Habakkuk 
Was lifted firmly by the hair 
To bring brave Dan a bite of tuck. 
This tetragrammaton of woe 
Was Englished first, I hear, by Puck, 
Who, switching lovers long ago, 
Hopelessly mixed each drake and duck. 
The self-same song, at times of stress, 
Across the years sang all the ruck 
Of prince and pauper, knight, abbess, 
Serf, soldier, courtier, belle and buck. 
The same four symbols, I engage. 
Are heard today in train and truck, 
Bar, street, home, boardroom—but on stage 
Pronounce them—and your name is muck. 
Useless to plead artistic need. 
Or Lawrence, Joyce's printed pluck— 
The law's decreed—your boongs may 
bleed-
But not (in Queensland) ever ##** 
M. A, SncU 
ENGINEERING 
CADETSHIPS 
1970 
Cadetships are offered in the Commonwealth Departments ot 
Army, Civil Aviation, Supply, and Works and in the Australian 
Post Office, the Patent Office, and the Northern Territory 
Administration. 
Undergraduates and technical college students pursuing degree 
or diploma courses in the following fields may apply— 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Communications Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Electronic Engineering 
Hydrological Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
These cadetships offer full salary while you complete your 
study full-time, followed by automatic promotion to professional 
status on completion of training. Salaries while studying range 
from $1590 to $3061 ($1444 to $2633 for women) according to 
age and qualifications. 
To be eligible, you must this year have completed at least your 
first full-time year of the appropriate degree or diploma course 
and be no older than 28 on March 23,1970. 
Full information, including salaries and scale of refund of tees, 
may be obtained now from:— 
THE COMMOmVEALTH PUBUC SERVICE 
INSPECTORS OFFICE 
COMMERCIAL UNION HOUSE . 349 QUEEN STREET . 
BRISBANE 4000 with whom applications will close on 7th July 1969 
P$B 163.69 
Progressive young men and women have an eye to 
the future. Those with a Universily background 
have qualifications which open the way to 
high positions in industry and commerce. 
ICIANZ, Australia's leading manufac-
turer of chemicals, has openings for 
graduates of all faculties. 
Company representatives will visit the 
Universily and will be glad lo discuss 
career opporUinitics wilh final year students. 
eye to 
the 
future 
To arrange an appoinlnicni please contact: 
Mrs. G. V. U. Hughes, Careers and Appointments Counsellor. 
Dale of visit: 1st and 2nd July, 1969. 
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 
OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LTD 
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maiam bersama 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
REFRESHMENTS: 
ORGANISERS: 
ADMISSION: 
TICKETS: 
SUPPER: 
BAND: 
Saturday, July 5ih. 
Refectory 
XXXX. Spirits 
Malaysian-Singapore 
Students As.sociation 
$4 double, $2 single 
Union Office 
Chicken + Fried Rice 
Jim Diamond -i Lincers 
(+Surprise Guest Band). 
BY POPULAR DEMAND; 
Lyndon Brown Jr. (LBJ) 
THE INCOMPARABLE, FASCINATING: 
(ORGANISERS' TIP 
ALSO: 
"RITAL", from Egypt 
—must see lo believe.) 
Cultural Floor Shows. 
BOOKS FOR MEN 
ADULT BOOKS 
Send a stamped oddresscd envelope for free brochure of 19 different, 
sensational books fo — 
OVERSEAS IMPORTS, 
58-62 Grcy St., S(h. Brtibane, Qld. 
A.C.I. TECHNICAL CENTRE 
is one of the largest research and development centres In Austral ia. 
Its main interests lie in the fields of glass, paper and plastics 
technology, and the applications of advanced materials. For those 
interested both in fundamental research and in the practical 
applications of knowledge In Industry the Centre offers great 
opportunity. 
Enquiries are invited from scientists and engineers who want to 
share In the future of Australian Industry. 
Phone 6 9 - 0 4 5 5 , or write to A . C . I . Technical Centre Pty. Limited, 
813 Dowling Street, 
WATERLOO. N .S .W. 2017 
Mr. J .L . de Teliga, Laboratory Manager. 
Dr. L.S. Wil l iams, Director of Research & Development 
we've a place for a good man . . . 
Jt could be at an ollico desk. But Ibr the gradiiaie il could also he in (he 
mine, iu the conceniraiors or smellers, in llie engineering workshops or 
the research laboratorv. 
Mount Isa Mines Limited and 
subsidiary companies employ 
graduates in all branches of en-
gineering, in science, coninierce. 
economics and arls. 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN THE MINING 
INDUSTRY CONTACT THE CAREERS & APPOINTMENTS 
COUNSELLOR. COMPANY OFFICERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
JULY 9 •? 
6 - 0 . WrHe for further miormotion to : 
The Managing Director, 
Mount Isa Mines L i m i t e d , 
Mount Isa, 4825 
Q u e e n s l a n d . 
M O U N T I S A iVl 1 N E S L I M I T E D 
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Careers 
forl969 
Graduates. 
Mobil Oil Australia Limited is the largest 
affiliate in the world-wide organisation ol Mobil 
Oil Corporation. 
Our Marketing operations extend throughout 
Australia and to the islands of the Pacific. 
From the day of your appointmeni as a 
Graduate Trainee you'll be guided by our Career 
Development and Training Manager. H^'ll plan for 
you to undertake introductory project work with 
other new graduates within the general Marketing 
Depariments and later on arrange for you to 
nttend appropriate specialist and (nanagcmont 
courses. We ofler male Graduates in Commerce, 
Economics, Arts, Lav; or Science, appointments 
in line with your career interest. Your first 6 
months starts at Melbourne Head Office but some 
projects may take you away for short periods. The 
next step is an intensive 6 months training course, 
to give you first-hand experience in practical 
marketing and Territory Management before 
taking a lield appointment. From this stage, your 
career is planned, in line with the abilities you 
demonstrate; perhaps Sales and Marketing 
Management or one of several challenging Staff 
Specialist positions on the administrative side of 
marketing — Sales Promotion, Market Research, 
or Real Estate Development. 
Our Financial and Data Processing 
Depariments offer excc/'ent opportunities for 
Graduates who wish to specialise. 
The continuing growth of our industry is 
leading to many new career opportunities. 
There is much more v/e'd like to tell you. Our 
Employment Services Manager, Mr. Howard 
Scrivenor. will soon be conducting campus 
interviews. If you'd like to know more about Mobil 
Career Opportunities, arrange an appointment 
with him for July 14th. 15!h or 16lh. 
Employee Relations Department 
MOBIL OIL AUSTRALIA LIMITED 
2 City Road. Melbourne, 3205 
M©bil 
M l * -ten If, 
Mr, Jervis of Wavell Heights; 
THE NEW CLERK 
You wallc out through the University gates for the 
last time - a sad moment. But everything's in front 
of you. The world's your oyster. Managing Director 
within the year. And what happens ? You get dumped 
at a desk in a dingy office, and left. Cut off in 
your prime. Nipped in the bud. All the golden promises 
forgotten for a life of pen pushing. It happens so often. 
\f only employers would realize that graduates have what 
it takes. They've had an exciting time at Uni, meeting 
people, finding new ideas, stretching themselves. Why 
should it all change when they come out? Do they have 
to vegetate from then on ? Can't employers plan for 
them, develop them, help them to succeed? Can't employers 
give them a good start and a good future? 
A.C.I. DOES 
If you are graduating this year, why not arrange a 
meeting with us through your Careers or Appointments 
Olfice without delay. 
We require graduates in: ARTS - Mathematics, Psychology, 
Education; COMMERCE — Economics, Accounting; ECONOMICS — 
Economics, Accounting; ENGINEERING • - Chemical, Electrical 
Industrial, Mechanical, Mining; LAW; SCIENCE - Chemistry 
Geology, Mathematics, Physics. 
Australian 
Consolidated 
Industries Ud. 
550 Bourke Street. Melbourne, Victoria, 3000. 
old watches • 11 • 
That's because Alcoa wants more 
than just time servers; it wants 
graduates who are after a future 
that will keep them learning and 
exploring. 
Alcoa offers you the future of a 
dynamic company developing 
ideas in aluminium. Ideas that are 
revolutionising Australian indus-
tries such aspacl<aging, building, 
engineering, transport. 
\fyou will graduate in engineering, 
commerce, economics, science, 
metallurgy or arts-Alcoa would 
like to talk to you at the next 
campus interview. 
30 June. See your Careers 
Guidance Officer now for details. 
/ r %-' 
ROOBB 
Imagination in aluminium 
'MimmTHtttfi> 
AOAJnPB.ar.r 
ALCOA 
AUSTRAUA 
-r' 
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JULY 2ND, 1969 " THE FIRST AMMUAL STAFF-STUDEMT PICIMC? 
(Unof f ic ia l ly cancelled through lack of interest) 
Bewcath a clear blue sky oa the grass of the Great Court area, a rather disappointing crowd of apijnadmately 3, OCO 
jtudcfinrstaff and worken gathered together to talk and be merry to the ilHated theme of "WHAT !S THE ROLE 
OF THE UNIVERSITY". {IlTfated in so far as il was raxly mentioned In any depths 
The organisers did not seem unduly distressed at the absence of the remaining 6,000 odd community mcmbeiv r 
as long ago this had come to be a predictable aspect of univenity Ufe. . --
In my capacity as your ace reporter let me now recapture (n brief, for you tbc main events of the day: 
2. 00 p. ro. 
on wnai lines the seminar 
The Chairman of the meeting (elected by some unknown mcaa<!), BOB WENSLEY clarified, 
jminar would be conducted. The six nominated speakers, were to speak consecutively for 
10 njinutcs each and then questions could be asked or statements made from the floor of the meeting. (With the 
ftld of four strategically placed audience microphones). 
Flr« up, was the Acting Vice Chancellor of the University, reOFESSOR TEAKLE who in his statement on concepu 
of the univeisity made mention of such words as "CONSERVATION, TRANSMISSION AND EXTENSION OF 
KNOV.'I£DGE". He attempted to place the university In the context ofthe community (viz. It is a part of the 
community) and then spoke of its role in transforming social needs. 
The last point not being coveted to tne extent that some students felt necessary. 
Before concluding he stated the financial position in which the university presently found itself. 
• ' . • . , : • - : • • , • • ' ' ' . . ' . . ! : . • • • ' i - • • ' • ' 
'{ A passing remark of the V. c's on Richard NIXON drew some hisses and boos .from the audience, but o^hcinrir:; all 
3,000 present had listened attentively as ihcy then continued to do, throughout most of the afternoon). 
BOB WENSLEY AT THIS POINT READ SEVERAL APOLOGIES FROM SENATORS UNABLE TO ATTEND. 
DR. D. J. NICKLIN (Chemical Engineering Staff) was second to speak and for several minutes was able to keep a 
portion cf the crowd coastantiy laughing with his rather strange use of satirical comment. 
THE ONLY DISRUPTIVE ELEMENTS THROUGHOUT HIS SPEECH WERE QUESTIONS DIRECTED AT HIM FROM THE .; 
AUDIENCE BY A UNIVERSITY WATCH DOG, WHICH IT APPEARED HAD JUMPED AT THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE 
THE AFTERNOON OFF AND ATTEND THE MASS MEETING. 
A leaflet summarising Dr. Nicklin's views had been distributed to the audience at the commencement of the 
Seminar and briefly they were:-
1. A PLEA FOR RECOGNITION OF MAJORITY RIGHTS 
2. AN ARGUMENT SUPPORTING SOME SAY IN THE UNIVERSITY BY TAXPAYERS. 
3. A CALL FOR A "TURNING UP" OF THE PRESENT SET-UP RATHER THAN ITS DESTRUCTION. /• , ; 
4. A GUARANTEE THAT THE SUGGESTED CHANGES WILL DEFINITELY BE IMPROVEMENTS. 
A summary of PETER WERTHEIM'S speech would have to include his points on people today being di;2cted towards 
selfish forms of COMreTITION and their bewilderment as to what they really wanted to do after passinp, through an 
ftducation system which doesn't really junction to help tnem to iind out. ' j .' •• .• 
Next £0 address the meeting was PROFESSOR WEBB (Head of the Professorial Board) who pointed out tljat the ali-'-ady 
PROFESSORIAL BOARD was investigating and looking at many improvements in the functioning of the university. 
He cited examples such as investigations into tlie -examination procedure and the promising moves, being made in 
the FACULTY OF MEDIQNE where the newly appointed Head has proposed having NO SET HEAD at all but instead 
a more horizontal operative machinery. 
As PROFESSOR FRANCIS (Vet. Preventive Med.) was to later state, PHILUP RICHARDSON (Govt. Dept.) certainly 
proved himself to be the most "Honest" speaker on the platform when he commenced by saying "I am a communist 
and anarchist". He continued, to suggest that a proper context for the present meeting of the university comniumty 
was against a background of UNIVERSAL REVOLT, smdent and otherwise. Ke posed me question "DO WE NEED A 
VICE CHANCELLOR?" and then said "Isn't this the sort of thing the Senate should be investigating?" (as opposed 
to investigations which assumed the legitimacy 01 tne position oV vice Chancellor and sougnt fetter ways to 
appoint him.) . ^ , j „ i- 1. . 
His definition of ;the univeisity was one of a social institution designed for understanding of the community. 
"Apply our minds to understanding our condition, not juit understanding It, but trying to alleviate iw woist sections. 
He posed the problems of war, tyrrany, unemployment, racism and poverty and went on to say that right now, 
"IN MEDICINE, ENGINEERING, SCIENCE ETC, THINGS WERE TAUGHT WITHOUT ANY CONSIDERATION BEING 
GIVEN TO THEIR SOQAL RELEVANCE. " (e. g, building gas chambers, bombs, research into C. B. W. - Chemical 
and Biological Warfare). - "The University's presently constituted role in the community is one of »tum for itt 
investments" with the last thing desired beltig people with compassiog " 
His final question was "TJiTwhat principles should tlie univeisity be run, and In answer to this his own proposal was-
" Not for a people's government. 
INSTEAD UTERALLY THEI^ MUST EXIST THE AUTONOMY OF EVERY DEPARTMENi IN 
* THE UNrVERSlTY. AND WITHIN TfESE DEPARTMENTS THE AUTONOMY OF SECTIONS 
IN THEM. (L c. They will be mn by horizontal contact not hierarchy). 
.2. 
The final speaker from the platfonn FRANK VARGHESE (who w.tj billed as a Student representative) started by 
saying . he represented not really student opinion, but his own. He spoke of the different types of student? 
available on campus (moderate, :cn:er/att/e, radical etc.) and caid that erientlally students now are expected 
"TO DEUVER THE GOODS". 
He contended that if it could be cxpccnd,, the view held by the picxnt admLiistration was the "CLASSICAL CONCEPT 
Of a univeralty being a communlr/ of schoLirs seeking light, liberty leariung etc BUT that THtlK CUMMUNll'T waii" 
A HMLY 'i'mmWHiCti FAT'fek k^OWS'lEsTTiniOUmv^ — 
QUOTE Universities have a re/ohitionary role in revohitlcnaiy times (c. g. Situation in 
Africa, Sth America). 
Whatwas required W25 intellectual Independence in the formulation of Ideas, 
Seek - reascn, freedom, auirnomy. 
The social role of a ..I'niverilty mas: grow out of ihe comciousness of the 
members malang it up. UNQUOTE 
In conclusion he concidcnd the E\'CLUT;0NARY APPROACH to change in the univei"ity c. f. REVOLUTIONARY 
SOCIAUST APPROACH. 
He stated tijat evolution works by r.ati-.-::! Iz:-: i. e. 'Tf aJhing .(s dene fast It is bad". The suggestion made was 
that we could wait iOO years for change. "* 
He ended by saying -
TO SUPPORT TH,? EV0J,UTI01','ARy APPROACH IS /. CAPITULATION TO THE 
CONCEPT TH/.T ONE CAN OIJLY GET SLOW CHAKGE •• THERE iS NO REASON 
FOR THIS. 
A SUMMARY AND SOME QUOTEF FROM AyD.^^Ngf: PU^STAONS Al^ rp STPnUT^mf^ _ '"-
(In ChroriO.vogiccU f>rde}.) / 
-3_>-l.Q„P..m. 1, GRAEME ROV/LANDS a^mmon<J8d tills segment. 
Rowlands i%) criticised DR., MICKIJN for bis brUItanay effGc1:iv%^ kit 
InappiopriQto use of oatlre which in his viev; had coped with 
a lot of objectionfj prcd.^.cted beforehand by Dr. Nicluin. (Who, 
having presumed tho .vnturo of these, hcd gone on to luako thern 
look as if they weren't oerioup objections), 
i , e , n highly polished tnno designed to subvert the netdrrj of the 
meeting, 
b) outlined hlo submioolon 
c) stated that e<,g. v/ith Chem, studentc their nonexistent desire 
for socinl consciousness is due to their previous education end such 
things as tho monipulatien effect of the mass media. 
d) expressed his amazemont that Engineers should not he concerned 
with problems such ns urban living creating Agresslv^negs in people, 
2. MR. R. LANG (Faculty of Education) 
a) outlined hia ideas on reform, 
b) pointed to l^ icJc of fiunllfications in DGcondr.ry teaching ond ihe 
Inch of gr-od educntion nt secondary level. 
3 . ANONYMOUS 
"There shr^uld be lecture nntes prepared by students, and no 
ramblLng by lecturers", 
(Wensley at this point tried to lift tiie atnte of the discussion and suggested 
addressing questions to platform speakers based on their previous remarks). 
4. ALF. NUCIFORA (Self admitted "Evolutionary") 
a) Why aren't there more Junior staff anembers on thd Senate? 
b) Why not have a composition of 50% staff, 50% students on 
Disciplin.-iry Board ? 
c) Why not have lecturer evaluation as In Britain? 
d) Why is the Law Library budget so low? 
e) Why isn't the President of the Union an exofficio member of 
the Senate ? . . 
PROF. WEBB replied -* 
"The composition of the Senate is laid down by an Act of the Qld. 
Parliament and this js what you must chai.ge". 
3,40 p.m. 
The last T.V. camera l6ft and the crov^d had very slowly begun to diminish. 
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5. ASIAN CHEMISTRY PHd. STUDENT - His aims for the Uni-
a) Liberal arts 
b) to perfonn well (be prrductive), 
6. ANTI REVOLUTIONARY - (conflict and heckling) 
7. The next speaker commenced with the words "MY NAME IS BRIAN LAVER" (self 
admitted re\'olutionary), 
a) The meeting has failed "I THINK YOU SHOULD REALIZE WE ARE 
> AT WAR" 
b) "Capitalist society operates the university" 
c) "WHY SHOULD SOME MEN CONTROL OTHER MEN'S LIVES?" 
WEBB IN REPLY 
b) 'We admit it is operating in a capitalist society". 
c) "We are all working together". 
VARGHESE IN REPLY (Self admitted Socialist) 
a) Agreed with Laver's view that the Role should not be providing material 
for capitalism. 
b) He criticised Laver's dogmatism 
"THE FUNDAMENTAL DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN MYSELF AND OTHERS AND YOU 
(LAVER) IS THAT WE CANNOT BE IDEOLOGICALLY COMMITTED TO THE EXTENT 
YOU DEMAND US TO BE IDEOLOGICALLY COMMITTED". 
WENSLEY IN REPLY (to a question) 
"THIS MEETING IS OF A CREATIVE NATURE AND HAS NOT BEEN CALLED TO 
MAKE DECISIONS OR IMPLEMENT DECISIONS". 
LAVER suggested - that the Depts. call meetings to follow July 2nd, as the 
crovyd is too large to discuss the problem properly here, 
8. DICK SHEARMAN 
a) There have been generalities no answers to questions - "You're next sir". 
9. PROFESSOR FRANCIS 
a) Drew on an analogy of a plane and its crew as compared to Laver's views on 
people's power. 
Drew on an analogy from "Animal Farm" 
"I am opposed to a communist and anarchist." 
1&, JOHN GERAGHTY (Self admitted pragmatist) (Present Student Senator) 
"The university must be contemplating the whole society but witli an outlook 
that transcends purely professional demands". 
11 . DAVID RUSSELL (To Radical Students) 
"Things were being done long before you and your type started stirring," 
5.10 p,m. OFFICIAL GREAT COURT MEETING CLOSED. 
( A new unofficial, but small forum commences in the Great Court area). 
DAN O'NEILL calls for Mass Meeting of Senatois. 
LAVER - "A manifesto will be prepared for tomorrcws fomm". 
6 P.JD. THE MEETING RECONVENES IN THE RELAXATION BLOCK 
TnTENDANCE APPROX. 300 (right through until 10.30 p. m.) 
An impromptu and informal panel is set up. At first an agenda Is called fori - lAVKRtu^^^&Jiiemsjm 
on CAPITALISM V. SOCLAUSM". Then GEORGE BURKITT suggests the panel discuss the STRUCTURES OF THE 
UNIVERSITY - This Is accepted. , , „ . u^ t A,U b « 
Some definite suggested changes were then advocated by certain speakers whil« a larae number of different speakers 
involve themselves In the meetina , , . ^ . .u „ j , f.u «,„,!„*. 
9 - i i p. in. Discussion takes place on Radical tactics on the role of the umvenity, and on the vaUdlty of the beUets 
ct the "EVOLUTIONARY" supporters. Several lecturers and a SENATOR - OR. ATHERTON speak , , , , 
The meeting appears to be more fruitful because due to the size, more people have a chance for mformal and iranJ{ 
QUOTE^ FROM AUDIENCE: "A UNIVERSITY ISN'T SUPPOf ED TO SUPPLY YOU WITH THE ANSWERS BUT TO ASSIST 
YOU TO ARRIVE AT YOUR OWN" 
GBVIOUSTT OUlfFS?A™t)AL OUTING*WAS LACKING IN ESKY NUMBERS. ANTS AND A TRADITIONAL f JNALE 
OF AN EMU PARADE HOWEVER, AFTER THE PICNIC WAS OVER WAS ANYTHING MORE SUBSTANTIAL THAN THE 
PH£S OF REMAINING UTTER. LEFT BEHIND IN THE PARTICIPANTS MINDS? , , „ ^ . . . ,„ , ^ 
An attempt will be made to draw several telling conclusions from the happenings of July 2nd in the next non-interim 
issue of Semper but 3:gardless, your conclusions are those of greatest importance - Ed. 
As this issue goes to press It is observed that no forum was held today, July Srd. to follow up whatever ground may 
have been brolfcn by yesterdays meeting. 
WAS THE JULY 2ND MEETING FUTILE? ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ 
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on campus 
FRIDAY ~ 
4th JULY 
1.00 p.m. 
SATURDAY -
Sth JULY 
7.30 p.m. -
12.00 p.m. 
MONDAY -
7th JULY 
10.00 a.m. 
11.30 a.m. 
TUESDAY _ 
Sth JULY 
1.00 p.m. 
2.30 p.m. 
FORUM 
Mr. Brendan O'Dwyer - Executive Secretary WUS, Australia speaks on 
"WUS 1969 STYLE". 
MEET MISS UNI. ENTRANTS 
WUS DANCE 
Rcla.^ ation Block 
Admission: 80e - Supper included. Beer and al! spirits available, 
"THE IMAGE-
R O A D T O L L - WUS Car Stickers available. 
WUS W I Z A R D comes in dustbin to liberate Queensland Uni, 
All welcome at airport to meet Ian Channell. 
WIZARD ARRIVES AT UNI. 
Presentation of Honorary Degree in Mythology by President of the Union. 
Wizard opens new theatre complex and addresses students. 
FOLK CONCERT 
Relaxation Block - Admission 20c 
WUS WIZARD LECTURES to crowds from steps of Brisbane City HalL 
WEDNESDAY 
9th JULY 
1.00 p.m. 
THURSDAY -
lOth JULY 
1.00 p.m. 
5.00 p.m. 
FRIDAY -
11th JULY 
1.00 p.m. 
SATURDAY -
12th JULY 
7.30 p.m. • 
12.00 p.m. 
"HANK'S NIGHT" or H O W TO HAVE AN ORGY! 
Play readings - Relaxation Block. Admission; 20c 
MISS UNI. FASHION PARADE 
New summer showing - four seasons boutique. Compared by Wizard, 
Relaxation Block - Admission: 20c 
B E E R O — 20 varieties of overseas and Australian beer PLUS 
P S Y C H O D R A M A - WUS Wizard explains his philosophy. 
CELLAR - ADMISSION FREE 
FORUM - WIZARD -
"GUERILLA WARFARE OF THE MIND" 
FILM - "LE FARCEOR" 
* Direct from French Embassy 
* Acclaimed at Melbourne Arts Festival 
Abel Smith Theatre - 5.15 p.m. ; 8.00 p.m. 
MISS UNIVERSITY CRYSTAL BALL 
Refectory'. S6.00 double 
Tickets available at Union S!\op. 
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Want a 
AN»»I« 
Ibu name it 
weVe got it! 
We've hundreds. From Papua/New 
Guinea, to Tasmania, to the Great 
Barrier Reef, to the Red Centre, to 
Perth, to the Snowy. You just 
name it! 
You can select from low-priced 
packaged holidays, personally con-
ducted tours, or go-as-you-please 
holidays. 
And, you can pay cash, fly now and 
pay later, or lay-by. 
It doesn't matter what you choose, 
you'll get more happy days per 
dollar on an Ansett-ANA Golden Jet 
Holiday. 
Book now through your travel agent or call 
ANSiHANA 
GOLDEN JET HOLIDAYS 
TE A P U E D C especially science 
I L n l l l l t l l l l o r arts graduates 
with qualifications in Mathematics or 
Physics or English or Modern Languages 
Apply in confidence to 
StatI Officer Recruiting 
Headquarters Suppori Command 
Victoria Barracks 
Melbourne 3004 
Here is an opportunity tor you to 
more profitably employ your 
academic attainments, become 
associated with modern teaching 
aids and teclmlques, and travel 
tiiroughout Australia and overseas. 
As an Education Officer in the Royal 
Australian Air Force you could do all 
these things. Your duties will be of 
a special kind in that the teaching 
process, as well as the people who 
carry it out and the equipment they 
use, are all part of the community in 
which its results will be applied. 
A progressive attitude 
Teaching in the RAAF is a remarl<-
ably efficient process. Students are 
selected for their aptitude to learn 
the subjects they are taught, so that 
the best use is made of teaching 
time. The RAAF Education Officer 
Keeps abreast of the latest develop-
ments in teaching theory and 
practice. 
Teaching qualifications 
Graduates or diplomates with 
experience in Mathematics, Physics, 
English or Modern Languages. Near 
graduates will be considered for 
appointment as Pilot Officers at a 
commencing salary of $3070 p.a. 
(single) or $3727 {if married). 
$4880 a year — and the prospect 
of more 
Most opportunities are for teachers 
25-35 years, although applicants up 
to the age of 45 may apply. A 
qualified graduate teacher who is 
married will be appointed as a Flight 
Lieutenant at $4880 per annum and 
can progress to over $6000 even 
without promotion. The salary lor a 
single man on appointment Is $4223. 
In addition, free medical and dental 
care Is provided, together with initial 
issue of service clothing. Younger 
appointees qualify for a liberal 
pension at an early retirement age. 
^ sifii 
y ^ JVJ 
- r-J 
Several student members of the Union have, up to now, voiced 
complaints over the layout of the election preview contained in the 
current Semper. 
By ineans of this leaflet, the editors wish to clear up any problems 
which may arise for readers. First let us explain the two major diffi-
cultios v/hich arose in publishing the present edition: First, oecause 
of the number of candidates standing for executive positions, we had 
to consider SCCiNOMY of space in comparison with e.g. last year's issue. 
The second problem v/';s that due to mechanical failures whilst 
preparing tho candidates' data, the editors were left with approximately 
TWO HOUKS in which to prepare the election pages for printing. 
To simplify reading tho election pages we suggest you follow these 
easy instructions:-
Keeping in mind the fact that the page is divided into two Separate 
Boxes, read the columns as follows -
-
1 
^ 
3 4 
, 1 
" 
s G 7 a 
As a result of a breakdown in the computer which handles our typeset, 
we wish to clarify two mistakes for which it was responsible. First, 
the candidate found in the bottom right hand corner of Page 10 is in 
fact Richard TARNA'.JSKI and not Richard RNAWSKI as printed. The other 
error is that the name omitted immediately below the picture of a foot 
on Page 11 should read JOHNSON Shirley. 
Another point we wish to mnke is that th« candidates' names were 
placed at random in the preview and not in alphabetical order. (This 
was not possible because all the candidates' policies arrived at different 
times.) Some typing mistakes also occurred including the mispelling of 
Science Representative candidate John Gregory Aaskov not Aaskon on Page 15, 
Difficulties encountered during production included the theft of 
two pages which were later recovered and also the disappearance of the 
remaining '^ Candidate For President" sub-headings. One photograph, that 
of DA'. Y Gough although submitted was omitted in the issue unintentionally. 
Finally we wish to stress that no motivation or partison intent was placed 
into the layout of the election preview. 
Co-Editors Alan K. Davies 
Bruce F. Dickson 
Authorised Douglas Jones 
ELECTORAL OFFICER 
ADDENDUM: In the policy statement of SHEARMAN Richard Francis on lower 
half of Page 10, his statement should read "Let the future generations 
cleanse it of all evil" Leon Trotsky. 
AND "Sponsors: 1, The proto-Trotskyite Revolutionary M.arxist Leninist 
Left Situationists. 
2. The ice-pickers of the Left." 
FINI 
